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Abstract
In product development, lead-time reduction, cost reduction, and quality
improvement are issues that companies want to improve on to increase
competitiveness. One recent approach to reach this, particularly in the aerospace
industry where the complexity of product offers is steadily increasing, is to manage risk
by forming virtual enterprises. A virtual enterprise is a network of partner companies
that join on equal terms when an opportunity arises to develop a product offer, e.g. a
jet engine offer, in a more agile manner than if any of the partners would realise it by
themselves. They therefore team up to share risk, investment and resources, to
eventually share revenue and profit. A driver for the formation of the virtual enterprise
is the ability to effectively utilise partner knowledge assets. However, when sharing and
managing knowledge effectively across the virtual enterprise, current practices have yet
to evolve to meet the needs of knowledge workers, who may come from different
aerospace companies, have different roles, belong to different disciplines be situated in
geographically dispersed locations.
Improving product development includes allowing developers from all disciplines to
know, as early as possible in the product development process, more about the
customer needs, the desired product properties, and the downstream impact of the
decisions they choose to make throughout the process. Knowing about the impact in
downstream phases would allow for significant time and cost savings due to the
avoidance of unnecessary and expensive rework that would otherwise occur much
further in the product’s life cycle.
Among other things that can facilitate the everyday work of engineers and their
colleagues, a virtual enterprise can start organising and mapping the knowledge assets
available in their teams. Information overload can be managed by assuring that the right
knowledge ends up with the right person. When working in a product development
project, the virtual enterprise needs to assess the quality of the created knowledge as
early as possible to devise the correct actions.
In this thesis, a Gated Maturity Assessment technique including the concept of
knowledge maturity has been developed as an example of an improved stage-gate
decision-making process. With this approach development teams are able to assess the
knowledge maturity level in the content and rationale that is put forward as a basis for a
decision, as opposed to only assessing the raw data of the results (i.e. thrust, weight, fuel
burn, etc.). Knowledge maturity is used to support decision makers when in the process
of assessing a decision base to make a decision whether to go ahead, abort the process,
or order rework to be done. Naturally, if the decision base is poor, a decision to go
ahead should probably not be taken, as the consequences might be negative. In assessing
maturity, decision makers can determine at decision points if the knowledge base is
good enough to move forward to the next step in the jet engine component design, if
there is need for rework, and what specific areas need to be improved. Decision makers
can divert and focus resources to areas of importance due to, for instance, too low
maturity levels.
Knowledge maturity is a way to, by using a criteria scale that prescribes the
knowledge needed at each level, help development teams assess and visualise how well
they know what they know, and subsequently, what they need to know.
vii

This thesis explores the feasibility of using knowledge maturity as a way of
supporting knowledge engineering in the context of a development process in
aeronautics.
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Decision Making
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1

Introduction

The first chapter of the licentiate thesis presents the background, motivation, and objective of this
work.
Companies in the manufacturing industry operate in environments where
competition for market share is fierce. These companies have a number of high-level
objectives that they want to improve on. These objectives are primarily reduction of
cost, reduction of lead-time and improvement on quality, because they are normally
the reasons for successful product development projects [1]. When operating in a
competitive market on a global arena, a company can gain market share, higher
customer satisfaction and increased profits through improvement to either one of these
three without worsening any of the other two.
In the aeronautics sector, the mantra “higher, faster (airplane performance), farther”
has transformed into “better, faster (lead-time) and cheaper” [2] as in other industrial
sectors. The playing field is slightly different to other sectors, since the size and
complexity of the product offerings, such as a twin aisle airplane, require investments
not seen in virtually any other market. The Boeing 787 (Dreamliner) is believed to
have total development costs of at least $11 billion US [3].
Hence, the product offerings are then also sold rather differently than other products.
The customers (i.e. airline operators) traditionally cannot afford to buy an airplane at
the price that it would normally cost – after adding suitable margins to the cost of
developing the product. For instance the price of the Boeing 787 family ranges from
$146 to $200 million US [4]. Therefore products have been traditionally sold at a
substantial discount – as much as 70 % [5] - where the break-even point is found in the
aftermarket and profit is gained on the aftermarket activities, when product
maintenance, repair and overhaul are needed. In aeronautics, this is known as a “time
and materials” deal [5].
However, customers and Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEM), such as RollsRoyce in the case of aero engines, are now beginning to move towards a new type of
product offering, namely what is called Functional Products (FP), or Total Care
Products [6]. Customers do not pay for the products up front and then additionally pay
for the servicing, but instead pay only for using the product. Some examples of terms
being used in aeronautics for these kinds of contracts are Total Offers, Power by the Hour
[7] or Engine Flight Hour [5] agreements. In this approach the OEM or the virtual
enterprise consortium remains as owners of the products and the airline operators only
pay when they are using the FP.
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In this kind of agreement, the risk is almost fully transferred to the OEMs and the
risk sharing partners, as opposed to risks mainly being that of the airlines in a traditional
agreement, depending on how the contract is formulated (in both cases), of course.
With the risk remaining with the manufacturers, throughout the product’s total life
cycle, there is now an apparent need for them to actually know much more about how
the product will operate during its full life cycle, and how various external factors –
such as regulations, environmental concerns and other direct operational factors (i.e.
pilots’ impact) – will impact the functional product development and sales, concerning
the concurrent development of hardware and services.
What is a strategic concern on a company level and in a business to business (B2B)
environment is ultimately a knowledge concern for the manufacturers in the virtual
enterprise, in general, and for the development teams designing the products to be a
part of the total life cycle offer, in particular.
Effectively utilising the potential of enterprise-wide knowledge assets is a prerequisite
for being able to operate effectively in a virtual enterprise.
The design team needs to utilise knowledge from the product’s full life cycle to tailor
the product for a successful functional life. Improving the development of products
includes allowing developers from all disciplines to know – as early as possible in the
product development process – more about the customer’s needs, the desired product
properties, and the downstream impact of the decisions made throughout the process.
Knowing about the impacts of decisions in downstream phases as early as possible
allows for time and cost savings, since expensive rework and modifications, which
would occur further down the line of the product’s life cycle, are avoided. Mastering
the knowledge concerns in the development of a functional product allows both
manufacturers and customers to experience a win-win situation.
Knowledge engineering methods and tools together with upfront modelling and
simulation of the product life cycle properties can in this context become useful,
enabling engineers to structurally work with product-related knowledge issues
throughout the functional product’s life cycle.
By employing a knowledge engineering approach, engineers will be able to make
better use of their time when it comes to managing knowledge assets. Instead of blindly
going out and gathering whatever information they can find, they can now make sure
that every effort counts. By deliberately breaking free from the comfort zones that are
so easy to end up in – incrementally improving on things that are well known – they
can start to map and organise the knowledge assets available in the team, so that greater
leaps can be made. Furthermore, knowledge available in peripheral, but highly relevant,
areas to the team can be indicated for “easy” access and use.
It is also not justifiable to spend too much effort and money in comparison to what
the expected gain is. It is about aiming for the really important areas and picking up the
“low-hanging fruits” along the way.
How can the design team know when enough knowledge or even the right
knowledge has been used in the development process? They need to somehow figure
out if the knowledge is sufficient; if there is insufficient knowledge, they need to
specifically know what areas more effort should be put in.
2
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Even better would be to know where the effort would yield the best return. Is it
possible to see beforehand where the best “return” on invested effort could be? Where
should teams really put their priorities? Some sort of weighting mechanism would be
beneficial to any design team wanting to stay on the desired track.
Supporting the design teams with knowledge maturity methods would provide parts
of such a capability. The thesis work is a few steps towards this vision by exploring the
use of maturity as a concept to assess knowledge generated in a stage-gate process. The
idea is to support the design team in their process so that they can make confident
decisions at decision points, and increase their flexibility in work phases by enabling
them to direct resources to areas in greater need.

1.1

Objectives

As described earlier, knowledge engineering and the maturity of knowledge are
believed to be enablers for effective virtual enterprise collaboration in a functional
product development context. Supporting decision makers and improving their
confidence in their knowledge base is believed to be a key area to focus on:
The objective is to improve the understanding of how a maturity-based knowledge engineering
approach can be used to improve the confidence of decision makers in the context of a virtual
enterprise.

1.2

Glossary of specific terms and acronyms used in thesis
7 Day Proposal

Use Case in VIVACE

ACARE

Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe

B2B

Business to business

BAE

British Aerospace

CMM

Capability Maturity Model

CMMI

Capability Maturity Model Integration

DoD

Department of Defense; U.S. Government

EADS

European Aeronautic Defence and Space company

EE

Extended Enterprise

FEM

Finite Element Method

FP

Functional Product

FPD

Functional Product Development
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GMA

Gated Maturity Assessment

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

KBE

Knowledge Based Engineering

KE

Knowledge Engineering

KEE

Knowledge Enabled Engineering

KM

Knowledge Management

KMMM

Knowledge Management Maturity Model

KRL

Knowledge Readiness Level

LL

Lessons Learned

OEM

Original Equipment Manufacturer

R&D3

Research & Development Degree of Difficulty

SEI

Software Engineering Institute (at Carnegie Mellon
University)

SRA

Strategic Research Agenda, a document created by ACARE

TORL

Total Offer Readiness Level

TRL

Technology Readiness Levels

VE

Virtual Enterprise

VIVACE

Value Improvement through a Virtual Aeronautical
Collaborative Enterprise
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2

Research Approach

The second chapter presents the research question, followed by a presentation of the research
environment and finally how I have conducted the work in research design is presented.

2.1

Research Question

The work presented in this thesis is based on the hypothesis that assessing knowledge
maturity will enable more confident decisions to be taken at decision points in a
development process. This hypothesis also includes a general belief in the advantages of
knowledge engineering approaches.
In a stage-gate process, what is evaluated at the gates are the results produced by the
team, for example; on what performance related parameters – such as weight, thrust,
fuel burn, etc – they can deliver satisfactory results.
Therefore, it would be interesting to see how such teams can benefit by dealing with
knowledge related dimensions explicitly. To see what happens when the team targets
holistic goals above the direct (specific) performance parameters and starts to elaborate
on issues such as confidence and uncertainty.
Hence, the research question is as follows:
How can design teams’ confidence in decision-making be supported by the use of a maturitybased knowledge engineering approach?

2.2

Research Environment: The VIVACE Project Context

The work presented in this licentiate thesis was carried out within the European
Unions Sixth Research Framework Programme (FP6) integrated project VIVACE
(Value Improvement through a Virtual Aeronautical Collaborative Enterprise) [8]. As
the name suggests, the project is about supporting the development of products in the
aeronautics community with tools and methods to enable product development in
collaboration between companies over distances, in virtual enterprises.
In 2002 a group known as ACARE (Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in
Europe) [9] consisting of representatives from Europe’s aeronautics industry decided
upon a strategy to develop the aeronautics industry based on visions of air travel for the
year 2020. This formed the Strategic Research Agenda (SRA) [10].
The VIVACE project is a result of these goals in the SRA and has inherited some of
the objectives:
• Achieve a 5% cost reduction in aircraft development
• Contribute towards a 50% cost reduction
• 30% lead-time reduction in aircraft engine development
5
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These goals are to be achieved by supporting the design of aircraft and engine as a
virtual product, and doing this in a virtual enterprise. The support in this case is
through a number of advanced capabilities.
The work breakdown is as seen in Figure 1 below. The aircraft and engine work
packages develop the problems in the form of use cases that the advanced capabilities
work packages then pick up to develop solutions around. The advanced capabilities
work package perform requirements elicitation from the use cases by cascading them to
a level of granularity where they can be solved by use of new tools, methods, and other
capabilities. When the solutions have been developed, they are then “delivered” back
to either the airframe or engine work package for piloting (testing) in business contexts
that are relevant to the use cases where they were developed. During the course of the
project the experts “ordering” the solutions by defining the use cases worked in close
contact with the researchers developing the solutions.
I had the benefit of being a representative in both engine (Extended Jet Engine
Enterprise Scenario) and advanced capabilities (Knowledge Enabled Engineering and
Collaboration Hub for Heterogeneous Enterprises) work packages, and therefore participate
in both the development of the problem formulations in the use cases, and in the
development of solutions in the advanced capabilities work packages.
I participated in defining and performing elicitation of the requirements from a
business case called 7 Day Proposal (described in section 4.1). The objective was to
perform the early offer development process in an accelerated manner using new tools
and methods for collaboration and using downstream knowledge to accelerate the
process. The knowledge engineering techniques presented in this thesis are some of the
solutions developed through the approach described here.
Thereafter, these solutions were then taken back to the engine work package for
testing and evaluation. In the three work packages I have participated in, the industrial
partners include:
•
•
•
•
•

Volvo Aero Corporation, Sweden
BAE (British Aerospace) Systems, UK
Avio, Italy
Rolls Royce, UK
EADS (European Aeronautic Defence and Space company), France

In particular, the demonstration activities referred to in the thesis work were focused
on Volvo Aero, Rolls Royce and BAE Systems.
Participation in both the “problem side” and the “solution side” has given me a
unique insight in the situation and issues that aerospace companies experience and live
in and how they attempt to deal with these issues and improve their situation. For that
I realise that I have been very fortunate to be given access to such an environment.
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Figure 1

2.3

VIVACE work breakdown structure; from VIVACE Project web site [8].

Research Design

The structure in VIVACE (as presented above) is based around a number of use cases
representing an envisioned (TO-BE) business context, which defines a number of
challenges and problems. Expert users in project partner companies defined the use
cases as a progress of their existing business context (AS-IS).
The author of this thesis has worked in close collaboration with other researchers
(and expert users) in the project, who are also working with similar issues, to extract
needs and requirements (see paper C) and the development of solutions. Finally, the
author has evaluated (tested) the ideas by conducting demonstration exercises with the
industry experts to explore the feasibility of the solution. Throughout the process,
industry contacts have been available to give feedback and iterate solution alternatives.

7
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Given the use case driven nature of the project setup, the research can be seen as case
study oriented. Yin (1994) [11] writes about Case Study Research:
“In general, case studies are the preferred strategy when “how” and “why” questions are being
posed, when the investigator has little control over events, and when the focus is on contemporary
phenomenon within some real-life context.” (p. 1) [11]
As is the case with the research question (being a “how”-question), the focus has
been on understanding the business context and seeing how knowledge maturity can
support the situation the industry participants operate in.
Designing the research is essentially about planning the route from research question
to conclusions, where the data collected along the way is the vehicle connecting the
research question with the conclusions.
The skill [11] of the researcher is essential when collecting data in Case Study
Research. The person should be able to ask good questions, be a good listener, be
adaptive and flexible, know of the issues being studied, and be unbiased.
Data was collected through meetings (four workshops or semi-structured interviews)
with industry representatives. I have always tried to refrain from influencing the
participants during these meetings and the perception is that they spoke their mind
without trying to please me with the “right answer”. Concerning context specific
topics (e.g. pertaining to business related issues) that I have not understood in detail, I
have asked questions to check my understanding, and was corrected in the cases when
my perception was wrong. A relatively unbiased approach was further facilitated by the
fact that we were all equal partners in the VIVACE project, and because of this were in
a collaborative situation, rather than in an evaluative.

8
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3

Knowledge Areas

This chapter describes in more detail the knowledge areas that have been used as a stepping-stone
for this thesis.

3.1

Product Development

Ulrich and Eppinger (1995) describe product development [1] as “… the set of
activities beginning with the perception of a market opportunity and ending in the production, sale
and delivery of a product” (p. 2) [1].
The outcome of successful product development can, according to Ulrich and
Eppinger (1995) [1], be measured as having high performance along the lines of the
following dimensions; product quality, product cost, development time, development
cost, and development capability.
Supporting cross-functional design teams in the development of products that
consists of hardware (i.e. mechanical engineering products) is an important part of this
thesis. Therefore, Engineering Design [12] is an area of interest where Concurrent
Engineering is an approach to organise the development of products in concurrent
activities, where several areas move forward in parallel – Cooper (1990) [13] compares
this to a rugby team with players running down the field in parallel, passing the ball
sideways as the team moves forward. This can be compared with an “over the wall”
sequential approach where people finish their tasks and throw the result “over the wall”
to the next person.
Even though many activities pertaining to the development of the product are
performed in parallel, they are part of a process, consisting of a number of activities
with deliverables and points where status is assessed and future phases are planned. In
practice these activities are organised in stage-gate processes, due to the ease of
managing them [14].
3.1.1 Functional Product Development
A Functional Product [6] is a combination of a traditional product (i.e. hardware and
software components and systems) and the appended services (see Figure 2 below). In
the concept of a Functional Product, the manufacturer (i.e. OEM) remains responsible
for the product’s function even after the customer puts the product into operation. The
customer does not own the product, but will only purchase the function that the
product delivers.
In the aeronautics sector Power by the Hour [7] (engine flight-hour [5]) and Total Care
[6] (Total Offers) are terms that exemplify this. Product Service System [15] and
Service Engineering [16] are also terms used.

9
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An important aspect in this context is the life cycle perspective. Assuming ownership
of a product throughout the life cycle of a product requires the company to know
more about the behaviour of the product and the impact on the product from its
environment, throughout its life cycle [17]. Functional Product Development [18] is
then the activity to design and develop these functional products to be purposefully
adapted for the requirements that they need to adhere and to operate within.

Figure 2

3.2

Functional product consists of both the traditional hardware and service component;
from Ericson (2006) [18].

Virtual Enterprise

Because product offerings in aeronautics are relatively complex and require large
investments by manufacturers, it is difficult for any one company to develop a product
all by themselves. Therefore, it is common for several companies to collaborate in joint
ventures – partnerships where risk, cost and thus revenue and profits are shared among
partner companies. This is interesting from the agile enterprise viewpoint. Companies
become agile through utilising partner resources and technologies [19]. Together they
form an agile virtual enterprise, as the whole is built up from the parts.
Since this thesis work is closely tied with the work performed in VIVACE the
working definition used in VIVACE [20] for a virtual enterprise is provided here:
The Virtual Enterprise is the network of partners and suppliers that work together to
reach common goals. In this environment there is no single partner that decides the
infrastructure, tool set or processes to be used. (p.4) [20]
In industry, two terms are commonly used to describe the joint ventures between
companies, i.e. extended enterprise [21] and virtual enterprise [22] (see Figure 3
below).
The extended enterprise is a form of joint venture where one company is at the top,
in charge. This company, or Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM), is in charge of
integrating the parts into the whole. The other partners are more in a supplier
relationship with the OEM in this type of arrangement. The virtual enterprise does not
feature this type of arrangement with one clearly defined OEM at the top. In this
arrangement all risk and revenue sharing partners have equal say – depending on the
amount of stakes and investment, of course – in how the product should be developed.

10
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Figure 3

Value chain representation of the virtual enterprise as opposed to the extended
enterprise.

Organisationally [23], the virtual enterprise is not a company in its own right
(though it might be its own company for legal reasons), i.e. it will not have any
inventories, staff or a central office. The participating partners will contribute with
personnel and competencies needed in the virtual enterprise, that will disband when the
market opportunity has passed.
A virtual enterprise forms on the basis that collaboration can create the value that the
companies cannot manage by themselves [24]. Knowledge is the main foundation and
driver for the formation of a virtual enterprise [23]. The virtual enterprise is formed on
the perception that together the participating companies can deliver a solution, superior
to what they are able to manage by themselves, with a similar amount of resources.
They can focus on their core competencies and leave the rest to the other partners.
Another interesting factor in the context of the virtual enterprise, especially in the
aeronautics community, is what is called coopetition [19]. In this scenario, two (or
more) companies are partners and collaborators on one project, while in another
project (that might even run at the same time) they are competitors, and compete for
the same spot in a project. While they want to beat their competitor in one deal, they
are concerned for that same company’s – now a collaborator – ability to perform above
expectation in the other project.
The fact that several companies are participating means that the virtual enterprise will
most likely be geographically dispersed. Davidow and Malone (1992) [22] states that the
virtual enterprise will dislike distance, as it is an inhibitor to effective collaboration.
According to Walker (2006) [25] the virtual enterprise will be heavily dependant on
information and communication technology (ICT) tools to manage an effective
collaboration.

11
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3.3

Knowledge Management

There are many ways to define Knowledge Management (KM). One of them is
“…the systematic processes by which knowledge needed for an organization to succeed is created,
captured, shared and leveraged.” (p. 9) [26].
KM greatly focuses on organisational aspects and how knowledge can be managed
for the good of the organisation. A big part is about making sure that the knowledge
does not leave with the employee at the end of the day [27].
3.3.1 Knowledge pyramid
Similarly to KM, there are also many ways to define knowledge. One way is to
relate the term to data, information and sometimes wisdom, using the DIKW-hierarchy
represented by the “knowledge pyramid”, which is sometimes synonymous to the
DIKW-hierarchy.
There are differing views on what the definitions of the terms in the knowledge
hierarchy actually are [28], and sometimes they appear crossover, especially when
looking at more than one source. For the purpose of this thesis the following
descriptions have been taken.
• Data is about the raw facts and symbols. It has no understanding by itself and no
relation to anything else.
• Information is data that has been given meaning and understanding by relating it
to other data or information.
• More understanding to the information means that a pattern will start to appear.
This knowledge means that predictions can be made. While data and
information are about what has happened before, knowledge is more about
understanding the present. You stop looking in the rear view mirror and start
looking ahead, taking decisions and acting based upon what you know in real
time.
• If knowledge is about the present, wisdom is about the future. Based on the
wisdom, you can forecast what the impact of decisions and actions will be.
The following figures present these distinctions in different ways, where it is essential
to note that the main interest in thesis lies how engineers assess information and
knowledge to determine whether that is enough to decide to go on to the next step of
the design process or if they need to improve their information and knowledge base. It
is not about stocking up knowledge, rather to put it to use.
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Figure 4

Representing knowledge related to information and wisdom; from December 1982
issue of The Futurist (in [30]).

Figure 5

Knowledge Pyramid, relating data, information, knowledge and wisdom; adopted from
[29].

As with the entire field of knowledge management, there is no uniting picture of the
knowledge pyramid. Sharama [30] reports that an early reporter on the pyramid, Ackoff
(1989) [31], added a fifth layer, understanding, between the knowledge and wisdom
layer. Bellinger et al (2004) [28] suggest another role of the term understanding, stating
that understanding supports the transition from one stage to the next in the knowledge
pyramid. Clark (2004) [32] concurs (see Figure 6 below), stating “one gains knowledge
through context (experiences) and understanding”[32].
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Figure 6

Knowledge Pyramid as a DIKW Continuum which is another visual representation;
from Clark (2004) [32].

3.3.2 Knowledge Engineering
Knowledge Engineering (KE) is the exploitation of knowledge in an engineering
context. Knowledge Management has a general focus on stocking up and managing
knowledge for the best interests of the organisation. For instance, Kreiner (2002) [27]
talks about preventing the knowledge from going home at night. Knowledge
Engineering is, instead, about knowledge tied to the development of the product and
the work in the processes related to the development of the product. It should also be
stressed that KE is not limited to only engineering activities. The successful
development of a product can also include other activities such as business related ones.
Thus, there are many techniques that support activities such as design, manufacturing,
etc. Knowledge Based Engineering (KBE) [33], Knowledge Enabled Engineering
(KEE) [34], Expertise Sharing [35], Lessons Learned [36] and Design Rationale [37] are
a few of these.
KBE is defined as “The use of advanced software techniques to capture and re-use product
and process knowledge in an integrated way” (p. 11) [33]. According to Stokes et al [33]
KBE is best applied on routine design tasks that may have much iteration and therefore
take up a lot of time. It is not intended for use on more creative design tasks where the
importance of the design engineer’s knowledge is substantial.
KEE is somewhat related to KBE. Bylund et al (2004) [34] state, “KEE includes the
more traditional term KBE and similar knowledge rich strategies” (p. 1) [34]. Nergård (2006)
[38] describes KEE as consisting of KBE and engineering design knowledge.
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Many efforts in knowledge management regard the knowledge and information that
is codified in some way, the explicit knowledge. Sometimes that is not enough, you
need the people behind the documents [19] to make sense of them since the
knowledge is context dependant “…we can claim knowledge that knowledge by nature is
tacit, i.e. implied and understood implicitly in the situation…” (p. 115) [27].
Expertise symbolises a relative level of knowledge among people. Experts are people
who are knowledgeable among their peers in a specific area. Ackerman et al [35] states
that, “Relatively few people will claim to be experts, but many people agree they have some
measure of expertise in some area.” (p. xv) [35].
Compared to traditional knowledge management, where the focus is on managing
organisational aspects of knowledge such as making knowledge available to the
organisation through a database system, Ackerman et al [35] describe expertise sharing
as focusing on: “… the human components – the cognitive, social, cultural, and organizational
aspects of knowledge work – in addition to information storage and retrieval.” (p. xii) [35].
Sharing expertise and managing expertise is about working with tacit knowledge and
about the“…self-organized activities of the organizations’ members. In enabling sharing,
organizations try to connect people to one another so as to bolster communication, learning, and
organizational knowledge” (p. xiii) [35].
Why are products the way they are? Design documentation usually consists of
mainly design results, or the artefact. The process of getting to the artefact is not
naturally documented, what Potts and Bruns (1988) [39] call the deliberation and what
is also known as the design rationale. Potts and Bruns (1988) [39] perceive a design
history to consist of artefacts and deliberation nodes.
MacLean et al (1989) [37] state, “To understand why a system design is the way it is, we
also need to understand how it could be different, and why the choices which were made are
appropriate.” (p. 1) [37]. Design rationale is about describing the design space rather than
a specific artefact [39] and providing an understanding of why things are the way they
are.
There are many different definitions of Lessons Learned (LL), but according to
Weber et al (2002) [40], Secchi et al (1999) [36] provides a valid definition that is used
by American, European and Japanese space agencies:
A lesson learned is a knowledge or understanding gained by experience. The
experience may be positive, as in a successful test or mission, or negative, as in a mishap
or failure. Successes are also considered sources of lessons learned. A lesson must be
significant in that it has a real or assumed impact on operations; valid in that is factually
and technically correct; and applicable in that it identifies a specific design, process, or
decision that reduces or eliminates the potential for failures and mishaps, or reinforces a
positive result. (p. 291) [36] (in [40]).
LL is, as a process in itself, aimed at supporting the existing organisational processes.
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3.4

Stage-Gate Process

In industry, a popular way of formulating a process based on the gate-milestone
model, because it makes the process more natural to manage and you have natural
decision points in the gates where everyone converges to take decisions about the
process. It should be noted that this is not the only way to organise a product
development project, but it has been selected as an example that fits the purpose of this
thesis.
Cooper’s Stage-Gate model [14] (see Figure 7 below) is somewhat of an origin to
many of the stage-gate models that companies use. Even though the contents might be
different, the general idea with stages and gates is an appealing one, “… stage-gate system
is simply a process management tool” (p. 97) [14].
The background to this model is that companies needed something to help them
assess if a project was on course early on and not at the end when all money had already
been spent. Early in a process, the costs are not really very high, but do begin to rise
later on. The stage-gate model is basically a way of assessing, as early as possible, if the
company should kill the project, move to the next stage, or perform rework. “Gates
prevent projects from moving ahead to the next stage until all critical activities have been completed
and in a quality fashion” (p. 98) [14]. The process is a way of managing risk and to state
what output or deliverable a stage should deliver to pass the gate and go into the next
stage of the project.

Figure 7

3.5

Cooper’s Stage-Gate process model; from Winning at New Products (1986) [14].

Maturity

Different strands of maturity concepts will be presented in the following section.
Maturity is an interesting construct in the context of knowledge engineering
approaches as maturity can assist in considering the applicability of the knowledge
techniques in the tasks at hand. The two with the largest breakthrough are presented
first, followed by a short presentation of a few other concepts.
3.5.1 Technology Readiness Levels
The model that has partly lent its name to this section is the Technology Readiness
Levels (TRL) [41] (see Figure 8 below). This is by far the main model in this track. It
was developed by NASA during the mid 1990s and is today used in many parts of the
aerospace community as a standard way to measure maturity (of a technology). The
United States Department of Defense (DoD) uses the TRL model to assess technology
maturity when acquiring new technologies for the U.S. military. TRL is part of the
DoD “Defense Acquisition Guidebook” [42] as a support for assessing technologies
before making acquisition decisions.
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Figure 8

Technology Readiness Levels (TRL); from NASA [43].

3.5.2 Capability Maturity Model
The model that has partly lent its name to this section is the Capability Maturity
Model (CMM) [44] (see Figure 9 below), is by far the main model in this track, and
was developed by the Software Engineering Institute (SEI) [45] at Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, PA. Its main area of applicability is within the software
engineering sector. The model was developed to give a reading of the level of maturity
in a company’s software development process.
As opposed to the TRL, where the maturity of a single component or a single
system is assessed, this model assesses the capability of a company to repeatedly perform
their software processes in a controlled and efficient manner.
This has been further developed into a new model called Capability Maturity Model
Integration (CMMI) [46].
The CMM-approach is used both by developing companies to assess and improve
the quality of their software development processes, and by customers that want to
make sure that their clients can deliver results on time and on budget. The US
government uses it actively [44] to assess contractors due to some examples of
contractors experiencing delays, running over budget and delivering products of
inferior quality:
Software development cycles are long, relatively unpredictable, and come at the end of total
weapon system development. Thus they frequently encounter delays, delays usually on
the critical path to operational capability. (p. 7) [47]
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Figure 9

Capability Maturity Model (CMM).

3.5.3 Derivate models
Based on both TRL and CMM there are derivate models that have been developed.
What is common for virtually all of them is that they have not seen nearly the amount
of impact in industry, as is the case with TRL and CMM.
Knowledge Management Maturity Model (KMMM) is a term that has been used in
various places and Peah et al [48] provides a review of different efforts and at the same
time proposes their own General KMMM that attempts to unite them into one model
that is more easy to use. It is basically about, in a similar fashion as CMM, assessing the
capabilities of a company’s Knowledge Management initiatives and efforts, with
implementation of knowledge management systems as an example.
Research & Development Degree of Difficulty (R&D3) [49] is a concept connected
to the TRL with it being the assessment of the amount of effort and investment needed
to climb on the TRL scale. Mankins (1998) [49] states that the R&D3 is a “…measure of
how much difficulty is expected to be encountered in the maturation of a particular technology is
needed to complement the existing Technology Readiness Levels (TRLs) metric.” (p. 1) [49].
Knowledge Readiness Level (KRL) is a concept briefly mentioned in a technical
report on microgravity fluids by Chiaramonte and Joshi (2004) [50] of NASA. This is
to work in a similar fashion as TRL only that it deals with knowledge. Sometimes the
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engineer needs to know if the answer to an issue is just a phone call away or if there is a
need for a fundamental research program, to mention the two extremes on such a scale.
This could serve as a guide in selecting certain solutions as “…the cost of the "answer"
is related to the KRL. Low KRL's are relatively inexpensive, while high KRL's require
substantial research funding“ (p. 36) [50].
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4

Knowledge Engineering in the Virtual Enterprise

This chapter describes my results, where I begin to describe the 7 Day Proposal use case and
thereafter elaborate on knowledge engineering and knowledge maturity, before ending the chapter
with an example of how knowledge maturity could be realised in an offer development process.

4.1

7 Day Proposal Use Case

This section introduces the use case – 7 Day Proposal – that was developed in the
VIVACE project, by the Extended Jet Engine Enterprise Scenario [51] work package,
where the author participated in the development work (for more information about
this work see the VIVACE public web page [8]). The 7 Day Proposal served as a
context environment and is therefore extensively described in this section. The use case
describes an envisioned (TO-BE) situation – i.e. that is non-existent in the aeronautics
industry today – that is foreseeable on the basis of how the environment is perceived
today and what is believed to evolve in the future.
In the 7 Day Proposal vision a virtual enterprise consortium, consisting of numerous
major aeronautics companies will develop and deliver a proposal on a complex
aerospace product – for instance an aircraft or a jet engine – to a prospective customer
within seven days, from the point when a request for proposal is received from the
same customer. Of note is the fact that the proposal needs to be developed in this vision.
As well, it is not about reducing lead-time at the expense of proposal quality, for
instance. The quality must at least be the same as it is today. Of course the preferable
choice is to increase quality at the same as reducing lead-time. Today, it is possible to
deliver proposals in even shorter time frames, if a solution is already available “on the
shelf”. However, if substantial development work is needed, the time length (from start
to finish) for such an undertaking is at least three weeks and is often much longer,
depending on the complexity of the product and thus the amount of work needed.
This is the reason for stating seven days; things will need to be completed at a much faster
pace than what is possible to achieve today.
Improving on the three plus weeks it takes today requires the virtual enterprise
consortium to approach an offer process differently compared to what is the process
today. The 7 Day Proposal idea described in this section is illustrated in Figure 10
below.
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Figure 10

The 7 Day Proposal idea with a stage-gate process supported by a support system;
from [51].

What has been identified is a structured and standardised way of working, otherwise
the risk is that unnecessary iterations need to be done due to each partner having their
best practice model that they follow. The 7 Day Proposal process is developed to meet
this need. The 7 Day Proposal process (see Figure 11) is a stage-gate process with seven
phases and seven decision gates (it is not specified as one phase/gate per day). Each gate
provides a timely opportunity to “bail out” of the process or to order rework before
the processes has gone too far and too much money has been spent. Each phase has a
number of activities that needs to be completed to create the proposal.
It is also important to stress stage eight in the process (not depicted in the figure),
called phase 0. This is a preparatory phase that runs latently in each company at all times
when they are not actively taking part in a project. It mainly consists of activities to
manage relations with other companies so that when a “request for proposal” is
received, the virtual enterprise can “hit the ground running” and immediately start
with activities directly aimed at developing the proposal sent to the customer.
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Figure 11

7 Day Proposal process at top level depicting seven stages with following decision
gates; from [51].

Further, to really shorten lead-time, new methods and tools needs to be used. For
instance, the virtual enterprise needs to make more use of modelling and simulation
capabilities to reduce the ambiguity of downstream impact because of choices and
decisions made earlier in the product’s life cycle. As reasoned in paper A they also need
to have support for virtual meetings in the virtual enterprise, where collaborators are
from different companies and might be from different disciplines. Therefore the 7 Day
Proposal system is developed to state the kind of tools and methods needed to support
the activities in the 7 Day Proposal process. The support system outlined in the 7 Day
Proposal is not a solution to this, but rather a specification of the requirements for
solutions posed by the 7 Day Proposal. Figure 12, below, shows the support system’s
conceptual arrangement.
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Figure 12

7 Day Proposal System containing specifications of support tools, methods, etc. needed
to realise the 7 Day Proposal vision; from [51].

During the requirements elicitation activity performed on the 7 Day Proposal,
described in paper C, there was an apparent need for more support than the direct
modelling and simulation capabilities or information system support depicted in the
support system. There is a need to actively support how the virtual enterprise works
with knowledge. Completing a proposal generation process in seven days without lost
quality, forces the virtual enterprise to be much more assertive concerning knowledge.
They need to make use of more knowledge of downstream activities in a much shorter
time span. Further they must be more knowledgeable regarding the knowledge they
have and what knowledge they actually need. They need to match the latter with the
former, i.e. they need to know what knowledge is needed and then know when it is–
or is not – available.

4.2

Knowledge Engineering and Knowledge Maturity

The requirement elicitation of the 7 Day Proposal has shown a apparent need not
only new tools and methods, but also for a better support when it comes to managing
the knowledge related issues in the rapid development of the proposal.
Hence, there seems to be a profound need for knowledge engineering techniques to
support the development of the offer.
As elaborated on in paper B, using downstream knowledge about the product during
its life cycle as early as possible is one thing that promises to enable a faster and more
reliable development of the proposal. Using that knowledge across all phases of the
knowledge lifecycle [52] (see Figure 13 below) to support sharing, creation, use, etc. of
knowledge should further help this cause.
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Figure 13

Knowledge Lifecycle; adopted from Nuzzo, Lockwood (2006) [52].

Even though the approaches mentioned above should render a better proposal, the
team also need to actively and consciously work with their knowledge assets, to ensure
that they “know what they know” (remember the quote about Hewlett Packard (HP);
“If only HP knew what HP knows” [53]) as well as increase their awareness of what
the team ought to know.
One important question the team needs to have an answer to is; in what area of the
knowledge base is the knowledge too poor? The team needs to be able to wash out the
blind spots in their knowledge base. To be able to take action on improving their
knowledge base, the team needs to know where in the knowledge base action needs to
be taken.
Another important question they need to ask and answer is; in what areas of the
knowledge base is the knowledge sufficient? It can be just as important for the team to
know where they should not divert resources.
Finally, they should also ask themselves; is the knowledge to be found somewhere in
the organisation? This would make it much easier to fill the knowledge gap. Instead of
embarking on time-consuming activities to create knowledge, the team can “bring in”
the resources to fill the gap.
In light of using knowledge more efficiently and effectively in decision-making –
essentially making knowledge more fit-for-purpose – the concept of maturity is a
promising candidate for raising the confidence of decision makers at gate reviews.
When browsing through literature about different maturity concepts, it is evident
that there are two main strands of maturity in operation on a wider industry scale. The
first is what can be called the “artefact maturity” strand, with Technology Readiness
Level (TRL) as the main concept, and the second is the “process maturity” strand with
Capability Maturity Model (CMM). Both have influenced different derivate concepts,
with similar purposes, but the implementation of most of them have been limited to a
few companies associated to specific research and implementation projects. TRL and
CMM however have received more widespread attention with more companies and
different government agencies (e.g. US Department of Defense, NASA) adopting them.
The two strands have similarities and differences. Their similarities include a set of
pre-defined criteria that needs to be fulfilled to reach a certain maturity level. Their
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scales are built up from a series of steps ranging from immature (very low) to mature
(very high) level and they are both meant to be “climbed” up incrementally by
establishing the worthiness of one level after the previous level. What is different are
what they are meant to assess. TRL is about assessing the maturity of a certain
technology or artefact (i.e. artefact) whereas CMM is about assessing the capability of a
software engineering process.
Knowledge maturity lends ideas from both TRL and CMM. In many cases
knowledge can be thought of as an artefact (i.e. explicit knowledge in a document).
Hence, the TRL scale can then be useful to inspire the assessment of knowledge
maturity. On the other hand, knowledge is also very often the result of a process to
create the knowledge. Therefore, CMM, being process oriented can be of interest to
the knowledge maturity approach.
Knowledge maturity is essentially an approach to support decision-making in a gated
process. Moving along in the process, the team needs to decide – based on their
knowledge of what they know – if, and how, they should move forward in the process
or if there is need for rework to be done or if the process should be halted.
As seen in paper B, the need of gathering “the right” people with experience to give
decisions validity and to give stability in the process. Having the right experience and
expertise is an important aspect to a knowledge maturity level in a project. For
instance, gut feeling can be the best source of knowledge available to a team, but it can
also be the principal source of risk, depending on who has the gut feeling.
Another thing that is important is to have knowledge of is what quality of
information is used (i.e. from purchase department, etc.). The better information that
goes into a process equals better quality on the other side.
Below follows an implementation of these issues in a test case with partners in
industry.
4.2.1 Gated Maturity Assessment
Developed in VIVACE and based on the 7 Day Proposal use case, the Gated
Maturity Assessment (GMA) technique is an example of how the concept of
knowledge maturity can be practically applied in an industrial situation.
The GMA technique is to be used as a decision-support instrument for teams
working in stage-gate processes (i.e. 7 Day Proposal process). The intention is that the
team are able to assess their knowledge at gate reviews. At present, doing that in an
explicit way is fairly difficult, it is much easier to just look at the results and believe that
those represent “the truth”, even though they might just be assumptions. With the
GMA, the team can assess their confidence in the knowledge and information in the
content and rationale that constitutes the material to be assessed at the gate review.
Placing knowledge at the centre of attention at gate reviews forces people to defend
their knowledge and assumptions that they have made, and gives the team stronger
argument to decide whether the process can go ahead, if it should be killed, or if
rework is needed before proceeding with the process.
In more practical terms, this is done using one or several scales with criteria to judge
the content and rationale. These scales are built from sentences that “prescribe” the
minimum amount of knowledge needed to reach the level.
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Applied to different areas of the proposal (i.e. technology development, legal issues,
market assessment, cost calculation, etc.) the team can create a “pass profile” of maturity
levels needed to be reached at the different areas for the specific case. This profile can
be compared with other proposals that have been done previously to see if knowledge
can be “carried over” from that particular case. In Figure 14, below, the left, current,
pass profile is compared to a pass profile from a previous offer. In this case activity A
should be possible to “carry over” from the previous project, as that knowledge
maturity level is higher than the current level. The other two activities are not of
interest, as the current achieved level is already higher.

Figure 14

Pass profiles from current and future projects.

As described earlier, the nature of the scales – being both artefact and process
oriented – means that both TRL and CMM have influenced the creation of the generic
scale for the GMA case (see Figure 15 below). The generic scale has been built up from
sentences that it into the general context of the 7 Day Proposal activities. The intention
is that it should be applicable on any of the activities that constitute the proposal
process.
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Figure 15

The generic criterions in the scale developed for the Gated Maturity Assessment.

As mentioned earlier, input data and experience (and expertise) are important aspects of
how the knowledge is developed. In addition to this, the method or tool used by the
experts to refine the input data, as part of the activities performed is also an important
aspect not to be overlooked.
These three “dimensions” are the main building blocks for the assessment of
knowledge in the GMA concept. Below follows a short elaboration on the meaning of
the three in this context:
• Input data is the kind of information and data that comes from outside the team.
How can it be trusted and of what quality is it?
• Method depicts the means to attain the content in the decision base (used at gate
reviews). This includes any support tools used as well as how they are used, e.g.
if FEM (Finite Element Method) was used, how was it used and with what
detailing and quality?
• Expertise is all about the people doing the work. How skilled are they at the
task? What experience do they have?
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Figure 16

Development of specific scale from generic scale, the double arrows depicts that the
scales will be used on the context they are defined in.

The initial generic scale was adapted to fit these dimensions, i.e. one scale became
three.
To improve the applicability of the GMA concept in a proposal context, the three
generic scales needed to be adapted to the specific context that they will be used.
Hence, specific scales were developed (see Figure 16 above). Essentially, the a specific
scale is a combination of knowledge about assessing maturity of knowledge, from the
generic scale, with knowledge about the specific working context that the people
working in the process are experts at. This is about applying the business context to the
concept of assessing knowledge maturity that comes from the GMA concept.
Thereafter, as the scales are put to work it is in the same context as they were adapted
to.
Finally, as found in paper B, a major part of this is about providing visibility across
the project and the organisations. It is necessary to have an easy and quick feedback
about the status at all times. Therefore, a prototype tool has been developed in
Microsoft Excel (see Figure 17 below for screenshot). When working in the proposal
process the team can input progress and see other’s status in an easy manner, due to the
“helicopter perspective” of the project that the tool provides. See the figure below for a
screenshot of the tool. The figure depicts activities in one stage of the process. As
workers perform an activity to a higher maturity level they enter that in the equivalent
cell to make that green. As all activities are performed at the predefined level of
confidence, the entire stage is green and the gate corresponding the stage and the next
stage can be started.
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Screenshot of support tool developed to support GMA.
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5

Summary of Appended Papers

This chapter summarises the appended papers and states the relation to thesis as well as clarifies
the contribution by the author.

5.1

Paper A

Johansson, C., Larsson, A. (2006). Virtual Meeting Interoperability: Discussing the
Need of Support for Heterogeneous Meeting Environments. Proceedings of Fourth
IASTED International Conference on Knowledge Sharing and Collaborative
Engineering, KSCE 2006, November 29 – December 1, 2006, St. Thomas, US Virgin
Islands, USA.
Relation to thesis:
Paper A was a result of work carried out in my master’s thesis that I did in
collaboration with another master’s student. The work was a result of a market
screening of virtual collaboration software solutions as well as a need’s analysis at a
major company in the aeronautics sector. It was in this work that I first came in contact
with the aeronautics business that operates under terms that are not found in most
sectors. The virtual enterprise context was investigated in this paper, as well as
constraints to effective collaboration between geographically dispersed organisations.
Author’s contribution:
I did most part of the writing of this paper, while Andreas Larsson provided valuable
input and comments on the paper.

5.2

Paper B

Ericson, Å., Bergström, M., Johansson, C., Larsson, T. (2007). On the Way to
Knowledge Awareness in Early Design. Proceedings of the 17th CIRP Design
Conference, March 27 – 28, 2007, Berlin, Germany.
Relation to thesis:
The Total Offer Readiness Level (TORL) is a concept that has been discussed
within the Faste Laboratory. The basic idea is to support the development of a
functional product with a measure of different components that go into the functional
product to support decision-making. This work loans many of the ideas about maturity
from the Gated Maturity concept. This paper deals with data collected from industry
about being able to support industry with decision-support in the context of a
functional product.
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Author’s contribution:
The material has been developed with all of us in collaboration. I contributed to
knowledge of the background case – that was based on the 7 Day Proposal use case –
through my participation in VIVACE. Further I contributed to the thinking around the
maturity part of the TORL idea. Åsa Ericson did most of the writing, whereas I
contributed to some writing and discussions. Mattias Bergström and Tobias Larsson
contributed with input and to discussions during the writing of the paper.

5.3

Paper C

Bertoni, M., Johansson, C., Larsson, T., Bordegoni, M., Isaksson, O. (2008). A
Methodology for KEE Systems Target Cascading. Accepted for publication at Seventh
International Symposium on Tools and Methods for Competitive Engineering, TMCE.
April 21 – 25, 2008, Izmir, Turkey.
Relation to thesis:
Paper C is the results of the work performed in the Knowledge Enabled Engineering
(KEE) work package in the VIVACE-project. The paper describes the activity of
analysing a use case and elicitation of requirements by means of target cascading.
Author’s contribution:
The paper is the result of the activity on use case analysis in the KEE work package.
Marco Bertoni and I researched information from literature and from work package
deliverables. Thereafter we planned the work and set a structure of the paper. Marco
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6

Discussion and Conclusion

This chapter contains conclusion, discussion and contribution.
The objective of this thesis, as presented in chapter 1, was to:
… improve the understanding of how a maturity-based knowledge engineering approach can be
used to improve the confidence of decision makers in the context of a virtual enterprise.
And the research question was:
How can design teams’ confidence in decision-making be supported by the use of a maturitybased knowledge engineering approach?

To summarise and conclude:
• The concept of knowledge maturity has been presented in this thesis as a way to
support companies when assessing confidence in the knowledge assets.
• The Gated Maturity Assessment (GMA) technique has been realised as maturity
scale and as a support tool, exemplifying the idea with knowledge maturity.
• Decision makers can use GMA to assess the knowledge base, the content and
rationale, in decision material. Early iterations with experts (related to 7 Day
Proposal) shows promising potential for the knowledge maturity idea within the
context of a proposal development process.
Some of the contributions in this thesis are:
• An academic contribution is to the discussion between the first and second wave
of knowledge management. The first wave stresses the importance of codifying
and “downloading” the knowledge from the employees so that it will not go
home with the worker at night. The second wave is more about putting the
knowledge to work and focusing on helping the workers. This work is about
exposing the “strong” and “weak” areas in the knowledge base and thereby
helping the team to focus the knowledge creation effort. This work is ultimately
about allowing the engineers to best focus their knowledge use, sharing and
creation.
• An industrial contribution is that teams can prescribe the activity “fidelity”
needed to pass a gate the process. They can also prescribe the support tools
needed and if there are any special rules that are needed. This removes
unnecessary ambiguity in the offer development process.
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• Another industrial contribution is that using the approach with knowledge
maturity in general and GMA with the support tool in particular team members
has a reason to start discussing knowledge as a central component. Team
members will be able to discuss what assumptions they make and how well they
know what they know. Initial response from industrial partners looks promising
on this point.
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7

Future Work

This chapter elaborates on possible directions of future work.
• In the short term, it would be of interest to try out the GMA concept in a real
industry process. It would be interesting to try it out in one or a few specific
cases that are representative to the context of 7 Day Proposal, to explore the
applicability of the GMA and to see what improvements are necessary.
Extending on this, generalising the concept through testing in other contexts
and, possibly, at other industrial partners is also of interest, to mature the concept
further.
• On a longer-term time frame, there are more things that are of interest. First,
there is a need to dig deeper, both in literature and in industrial cases, to
investigate the maturity concept, the virtual enterprise issues, to name but two
things that are of interest.
• It would be of interest to simulate the impact of knowledge maturity assessment
in a decision-making process in the context of a virtual enterprise collaboration
that is developing a functional product. How different decisions and strategies
impact cost, development time and product life cycle performance to mention
but a few things that would be of interest.
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The global manufacturing industry in general and the
aerospace industry in particular are often working in
projects that are not entirely in-house and close
collaboration with other organizations throughout the
world is a frequent activity for them.
With companies moving towards globalization, such as
for instance moving to a presence in China or one of the
other BRIC-region (Brazil, Russia, India and China)
countries both for reasons of saving cost, and for strategic
reasons, it is important to be able to work and collaborate
without having to travel all the time. Also, crossorganizational collaboration in, for instance, a virtual
enterprise is another factor that is coming and is, today,
greatly influenced by travel.
Many of the companies in these industries have a rather
heterogeneous IT-environment, both between companies,
but also within them. It is not uncommon that different
companies use different virtual meeting tools as is the
case with many other tools (e.g., CAD tools, simulation
tools) [1]. In fact, different departments within an
organization may even use different tools as different
work routines require different support [2].
Knowledge and intellectual property may well be a
company’s biggest asset. It is important for companies in
collaboration with other companies and also with activity
on the Internet to safeguard their assets. Companies
therefore carefully test and certify that the tools they are
using is not harmful to their assets by running the tools in
a special environment that is separated from the one used
in the every day work. This is a time demanding and
expensive process that the company cannot do with every
tool they come across.
To sum this up, there is a need for companies to
collaborate without travelling all the time and still being
able to use the tools of their choice for collaboration.
Some providers of these kinds of tools have begun to use
standards (i.e., H323, SIP, etc.) initiated by organizations
such as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) when
implementing functions. This would enable users of
different tools to connect without either of them having to
change tools. The problem is the providers of tools that
have not adopted the standards thinking, whether they feel
that standards inhibit the high quality in a function or if

ABSTRACT
With more projects in today’s industry being global it is
important to support the people collaborating in these
projects. Travel is expensive and time consuming and is
not viable in the long run. Although some travel is
necessary it is important for people to meet virtually
instead.
In many cases it is difficult for companies to collaborate
because they do not use the same tools for these virtual
meetings. Due to restrictions with IT security it is also
difficult and expensive to implement every new tool their
partner companies use.
One solution could be a portal that facilitates connecting
users with different virtual meeting tools. Using Web
Services to bridge the different protocols it would be
possible to connect two software packages that are using
different standards for virtual meetings.
With a tool as this it would be possible for chosen
companies to collaborate closely online although they
have incompatible software packages. Companies can
select their solutions on the basis of their needs and do not
have to implement a new solution or modify their existing
setup to accommodate new partner needs. Finally, people
would only need to learn the one tool which is available
in their own company.
KEY WORDS
Web-based
Collaboration,
virtual
heterogeneous interoperability, web services

meetings,

1. Introduction
This paper discusses the rising need to support the use of
differing virtual meeting tools in today’s global
manufacturing industry, such as for instance in the
aerospace domain.
The paper is based on experience from working in a
globally distributed product development project for one
year and primarily from working with distributed tools for
six months when doing a master thesis in the aerospace
industry.
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another’s markets. It will have neither central office nor
organization chart. It will have no hierarchy, no vertical
integration.” [3].
The term virtual enterprise is sometimes related to the
term extended enterprise. One example of an extended
enterprise is for instance a “risk and revenue sharing”
partnership where a business opportunity may be to large
for any single company to handle by themselves and
therefore may need help with from the partners. The main
difference between an extended enterprise and a virtual
enterprise is perceived to be the fact that the extended
enterprise has a natural governing authority in the form
the Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) of the
collaboration as they received the contract or the request
for quotation from the customer. The OEM may also be a
rather large company in relation to the other collaborators.
In the virtual enterprise, on the other hand, companies
collaborate on equal terms without one of them being the
OEM that can impose tools and methods by which the
others are required to conform.
The virtual enterprise is a network of independent
companies. It is formed either on the basis of costeffectiveness or product uniqueness [4]. Hence it is vital
that the virtual enterprise creates the value that partner
companies cannot create by themselves.
An important aspect of the virtual enterprise is the
element of speed where partnering companies assemble to
respond to a business opportunity.
The virtual enterprise is by definition not physically
collocated, but rather geographically distributed, often
over a vast geographic area. Although many companies
are seeking the advantages of globalization there are
downsides to it as well. Davidow and Malone (1992) [5]
means that the virtual corporation will abhor distance and
that means that physical proximity will be sought after in
a virtual enterprise. It is for instance not as easy to have a
quick chit-chat with your colleagues in the hallway if you
are not in the same building, or as Allen’s (1977) [6]
concept of “radius of collaborative collocation” suggests;
people situated more than 50 feet apart is not very likely
to collaborate closely. It will therefore be important to
support the companies in working closely together even
though they are located far apart from each other.
Another ingredient of a virtual enterprise is the fact that it
lacks a central office. It also has almost no employees or
inventories. The independent partner companies
contribute with their core competencies.
In the virtual enterprise, knowledge is the foundation [7],
and as companies face competition for knowledgeable
people, the virtual enterprise is formed partially on the
basis that companies together can deliver a solution to a
problem or a need in a better, more agile way than one
company can do by itself.
Trust is a fundamental ingredient for working in a virtual
enterprise because of the collaboration over vast
distances. As partners are participating with their core
competence, their knowledge, it is important to be able to
trust the other partners. According to Handy (1995) [8]
trust is not an impersonal commodity but it “needs touch”.

they just do not want to conform to the standards because
they feel it is bad for their business. This makes a
standards solution to the problem a bit tricky to come by.
Hence, I will discuss the need to implement a solution
that can act as a translator between all the different virtual
meeting tools that companies possess. One way to do this
could be to look into the concept of Web Services which
has been useful in connecting various systems together on
data level. In this paper I will present an idea of
conceptually connecting two users in different
organizations with different virtual meeting tools.
First, though, I will build my case for the concept
environment that I am proposing in this paper by bringing
up some background information about the aerospace
industry, about the concept of the virtual enterprise and
issues with global collaboration. Then I will move a bit
more to the technical side of things and describe the
virtual meeting tools and the IT-security issues that are
limiting to some extent. Then I will move on to the
concept of Web Services and a hub for connecting these
virtual meeting tools.

2. Building the Case
In this section I will start by briefly going through some
of the background to why I write this paper.

2.1 Aerospace Industry
The aerospace industry is a global industry in its true
sense. To produce a major airliner today companies
literally spread around the world need to collaborate. The
airframe may be designed and manufactured all across
Europe, such as for instance in Germany, France and the
United Kingdom, whereas the engines may be made in the
US. Add to this that the suppliers of components and parts
are spread out across the globe and there is real a
challenge in coordinating the work.
Furthermore, the size and complexity of the products in
the aerospace industry makes doing business a challenge
as the investments in research, development,
manufacturing, etcetera, that are needed to produce the
products are considerable. Because of this, payback or
break-even points are usually something like ten years or
even further into the program.
The major investments make it important for companies
to form partnerships on projects where several companies
can share the risk and cost and hence also the revenue of a
component.

2.2 The Virtual Enterprise & Global Cooperation
Issues
The term Virtual Enterprise is a definition of networks of
independent companies that are “…linked by information
technology to share skills, costs, and access to one
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Zheng et al (2002) [9] argues that although face-to-face
meetings are important and facilitates the creation of trust
best, other distributed activities such as “social chatting”
are better than simply doing nothing at all. To work
closely together in a distributed project it is not feasible or
economically viable to only rely on physical meetings.
The virtual enterprise is heavily dependent on information
and communication technology (ICT), due to the nature
of it being geographically dispersed. According to Walker
(2006) [10] the virtual enterprise needs a standardized IT
environment. Whether that is feasible or not, ICT is an
enabler for close collaboration in the virtual enterprise
since participants need to work together closely while still
being apart.
After the business opportunity has passed, the natural
thing is that the virtual enterprise dissolves. The virtual
enterprise is only temporarily formed for the duration of
the project and dissolves either when the project ends or
when the business opportunity has passed. Some virtual
enterprises can live on to a new project where the same
collaborators are forming a renewed partnership based on
the success in the previous collaboration.
The virtual enterprise is not the only thing that builds the
case for supporting virtual meetings. In a report made by
non-profit organization RAND [11], it is suggested that
many companies will move not only production to
countries with lower labor cost, but that this trend will
evolve to more knowledgeable job positions.
Knowledgeable employees at lower costs coupled with
the possibility to do work around the clock, as in the cases
with a number of call centers in recent years where
operators are situated in India, servicing customers in the
US or in Europe, will be more attractive for companies.
Many companies either move departments to developing
countries or do some business with companies there as
part of their strategy. Moving development centers closer
to important markets is an important factor for many
companies. Traditionally many European and Japanese
companies have placed design offices in the US, such as
in Silicon Valley and at other places, as the US has
always been an important market. Now the BRIC region
will be an important market place for companies as
consumers in these rather densely-populated countries
will begin to have thicker wallets and more spending
power. The still rather cheap labor costs makes placing
development offices there feasible.
Moreover, as people also tend to work increasingly from
their homes there is a case for improved support for
virtual meetings and online collaboration, especially at an
easy to use level where a dedicated collaboration studio is
not a requirement.

Figure 1. The Virtual Enterprise

2.3 IT Security
Viruses and hacking attacks are things every company
today has to protect itself from. Whether the attack just
knocks out the computer infrastructure or if information is
actually stolen from the companies it is something that is
hurtful for the companies with lost productivity as a
result.
IT security is usually on the top of the requirement lists
when any collaborative application is to be implemented.
As many of the companies are also involved in military
programs the IT infrastructure (i.e., LAN, DMZ) needs to
be secure and any traffic going through non-secure
environments (i.e., Internet, servers) needs to be
encrypted. Normally these servers are placed on the
demilitarized zone (DMZ) of the network see Figure 2
below [2]. One common policy in this industry is that any
server that is needed to power the collaborative
application needs to be physically situated within the
premises of the company and needs to be on a controlled
and secure environment on the network infrastructure, in
order to allow the employees to share and work on secure
data. This is a factor that greatly reduces the number of
solutions available to the companies.
The sum of all things stated above means that any
application that a company wants to implement needs to
checked and certified for use, primarily outside of the
firewalls. This is an expensive process where use in a
controlled test environment is needed before any software
is trusted.
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conference is then not suitable. Therefore it is also not a
big surprise that many companies have different tools at
their disposal and that even different tools are used in
different departments within a single company.
Having to use a large variety of tools is also quite
expensive when it comes to training employees to use all
the tools as overhead, i.e. more workload for the
employee, is generally something that comes along with a
new software package. Some people are fast learners and
probably a bit interested in trying out new things, but that
is not the case for all. Most employees are not there to be
experts on the collaboration tools, but they are rather in a
company to be good at their primary task, whether that is
engineering or business activities, etcetera.

Figure 2. IT-Security architecture with LAN, DMZ, Firewall
and the Internet
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2.4 Virtual Meetings and Web-Based Collaboration
Groupware is a term that is used to describe the tools that
support Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW).
Groupware or Group Support Systems (GSS) is described
as a “computer-based system that supports groups of
people engaged in a common task (or goal) and that
provide an interface to a shared environment” [12]. This
is a broad term that includes all sorts of hardware and
software that supports co-operative work.
In this paper, the focus is more intended to be on the tools
that support synchronous communication and work, and
meetings in particular.
Groupware technologies that support synchronous
distributed meetings include for instance video
conferencing and web conferencing technologies. Virtual
meeting services can be seen as a general term for all
sorts of distributed meeting tools.
Functions included in a virtual meeting service can be
seen in Table 1, where synchronous groupware include
for instance desktop sharing, collaborative authoring,
whiteboards, etcetera whereas asynchronous groupware
include functions such as discussion boards, etcetera. The
classification of the different functions stems from theory
of media synchronicity [13]. Here it is stated that there is
not one application that is the silver bullet, but that
different situations call for different support tools.
Sometimes a high feedback rate is needed and hence a
high quality video conferencing system is what is best. In
another situation there is a need for being able to reexamine what happened during a meeting and a video

A - Immediacy of feedback

Medium Enables rapid feedback.

B - Symbol variety

The number of ways information can
be communicated. The height of the
medium.

C - Parallelism

The number of simultaneous
conversations possible. The width of
the medium.

D - Reprocessability

The medium enables fine-tuning of
information before sending

E - Rehearsability

A message can be re-examined within
the context of the communication
event.

Table 1. Virtual meeting tools, adopted from Dennis and
Valacich (1999).

2.5 Web Services
Today many companies are experiencing the problem of
incompatibility when it comes to collaborating with other
companies or maybe even within a company between
different departments. The use of different computer tools
makes it hard to just move files from one system to the
other. In the world of Computer Aided Design (CAD),
software customers, i.e. some of the major industries in
the world, have demanded for the suppliers to make CAD
software compatible with each other [1], hence the use of
the IGES and later the STEP format. This can not be
assumed to be the case for all applications and probably
not entirely for virtual meeting software applications,
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especially as there is still an alternative: travel as well as
just using the phone or e-mailing as is traditional. There
needs to be another way to make these software
applications work with each other. This is where Web
Services possibly can enter the stage.
Web Services is an approach that is being used more and
more when it comes to connecting different computer
systems and enabling them to work together. “Web
Services can significantly increase the Web architecture's
potential, by providing a way of automated program
communication, discovery of services” [14] (p.2). Web
Services use protocols such as XML, WSDL, SOAP and
UDDI to communicate data between different distributed
systems [15]. Web Services is created to be an openstandard based protocol and is therefore possible to use
between different platforms, such as for instance
Windows and Linux. W3C (World Wide Web
Consortium) and OASIS are primarily responsible for
developing and standardizing the protocol.
Wu et al (2004) [16] has explored the possibilities to use
Web Services to connect heterogeneous virtual meeting
collaboration applications. They have used a special
XML-definition called XGSP (XML-based General
Session Protocol) to connect systems based on H.323, SIP
and MMUSIC protocols. These protocols have been
designed to be an open standard and have features that
sometimes can be compared; they are though not
interoperable with each other. Further, they also
implement a multi-point framework that features
interoperable video and audio conferencing in a
heterogeneous software environment.

Figure 3. The hub in the wheel.

3. Conclusion
This paper describes some of the work that has been
conducted in a master thesis where the market of virtual
meeting tools was scanned as well as the needs of users in
companies in the global manufacturing industry was
investigated. During the work the need to support a rather
heterogeneous IT environment, with companies
collaborating closely across organisational borders being
common, was evident.
Therefore, my contribution in this paper is a discussion
about being able to connect different users that are using
heterogeneous software packages, wanting to collaborate
by having a virtual meeting. We would like to stress that
our contribution has not been to implement a working tool
or to draw up architecture for it.
Some work has been done in this field, by others, where
Web Services is used to connect multi-point virtual
meeting clients that are using different standards for
handling video and audio signals.
The benefit of using a solution like this is that virtually
any two tools can be connected to each other and thus
enabling users to collaborate at their own turf. Having to
adopt to partner’s software packages all the time is a
costly activity and is basically not possible in the long
run. As a fictitious example engineers at Ford Motor
Company can collaborate with, for instance, engineers at
Toyota on a new and revolutionary security system for
small children in a car virtually every day (if they like)
without having to travel all the time. The users can just
start up their application on their desktop workstation or
their laptop and be on their way collaborating in an easy
to use manner as they are most likely already familiar
with their own application’s user interface.
Companies get the freedom to select and buy whichever
tool they like based on their own criteria, whether that is

2.6 Portal
A portal is a tool that is frequently used to support groups
that have users that normally do not see each other every
day. It is a good tool to stay tuned with what happens in a
project, such as what others is doing and what progress is
made.
The idea is to expand a bit on the analogy of the portal,
but instead connect the software that the users are running
rather than connecting the users directly. Using a portal;
users would be ale to easily set up a virtual meeting with
their peers on other companies. For instance, two users
having different specifications of video conferencing
software would then be able to collaborate virtually
anyway.
Figure 3 below illustrates how a user would collaborate
with other users. They would then be able to collaborate
although they do not have access to the same applications
The portal is owned and maintained either by the virtual
enterprise or by one of the partner companies. This
coupled with access control and sufficient security
measures would allow for proprietary information to be
shared and discussed between the collaborators.
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money, performance, security or something else. For
example, some users may have a high frequency of using
CAD software and therefore want to have tailor made
functions for inserting CAD- and simulation models into a
meeting, while some users at for instance an accounting
partner may want to be able to easily bring up excel
spreadsheets and therefore favor a software package with
such user interface. The third party may be a company
that has a special deal with a software provider that
simultaneously provides applications for life cycle
management. In short we all have our different needs that
require its individual solution; this is also true when it
comes to virtual meeting software applications.
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Abstract
This paper discusses views on decision support in product development to
identify factors of relevance when designing computer-based decision support for total offers. Providing services in form of physical artefacts offered as ‘functions per unit’ is at the heart of total offers. Total offers gain
access to possibilities to ‘design in’ value added characteristics into the
physical artefact, e.g., maintenance, monitoring, training, remanufacture.
Contemporary computer tools seem to be insufficient to support a GO/NO
GO decision for total offers. Relevant factors to take into consideration are
to support learning and provide the decision makers with insights in a
number of plausible ‘what-if’ scenarios to improve the solution space.
Keywords
Product development, decision-making process, decision support, collaborative engineering

Introduction
Globalization, increased competition, dynamic and constantly changing
business demands are no exception for manufacturing companies in the
Swedish industry. In this scenery, the companies have to manage aspects
that could be considered as not compatible. For example, customers’ want
individualized products at the same time as industry has to strive for stan-

dardization, since cost and time savings are paramount to be viable. The
competition is not only about providing high-quality artefacts, but also to
provide added value, i.e., a shift towards providing services.
The vision to differentiate physical products by supplying them as services are captured within the idea to provide customers with total offers
[1]. The physical artefact, services related to that artefact and company
specific knowledge are thought of as elements in the total offer. The total
offer is in itself a service, since what is provided is offered as ‘functions
per unit’. Inherent in a total offer is the intention to provide customers with
functions in time and place ‘as-needed’ in a long term commitment. The
sale of functions also gain access to possibilities to upgrade and remanufacture the physical product, as well as provide for ‘embedded’ maintenance.
However, services are developed differently than physical artefacts. One
difference is, “Whereas goods are manufactured, services are performed”
[2] (p.65). The customer is present and contributes to the service development process. From a service perspective, the physical artefact is “…just
one element in the total, ongoing service offering. For a manufacturer, the
physical good is a core element of the service offering, of course, because
it is a prerequisite for a successful offering” [3] (p. 9).
Archetypically, the view on products as physical things is embodied in a
product development perspective [e.g., 4-6]. Yet, the intentions to provide
a total offer affects this view by increased intangibility, for example, in
terms of the final result, i.e., functions meeting the customers needs, and in
terms of the development process, i.e., to design those functions into
physical artefacts. The total offer calls for integrating a diversity of knowledge areas, e.g., business, design and manufacturing, accordingly affecting
the product development process in the same way. Besides insisting on coordination and communication in a cross-boundary setting, making the
right decisions at the right time is vital in this setting. Contemporary product development is extensively computer aided and the use of Computer
Aided Engineering (CAE) tools is established in the industrial context. For
example, finite element analysis techniques, as well as knowledge-based
systems are used in design activities and, by tradition, bound to geometry
modelling. Current tools, focused on hardware parameters, seem to be insufficient to support GO/NO GO decisions for total offers, since they do
not provide an overview of a wider set of parameters. It is not apparent
which aspects a tool to aid decisions in early design phases of physical artefacts sold in total offers needs to support.
Thus, the purpose in this paper is to describe views on decisions in
product development to identify relevant factors to consider when designing computer-based decision support for total offers.

Data generation
In general, data for the study presented in this paper has been generated
during informal and formal meetings with companies affiliated to a research centre. Data for a functional product development process and a
collaborative engineering model have evolved during these meetings. Specifically, data has been generated in a series of workshops, whereas two
are in focus for this paper. The participating companies are found within
manufacturing industry. There were 15 participants (10 from industry and
5 from academia) in one of the two workshops. 5 companies were represented in that workshop. The intention to focus on computer-based support
for total offers evolved during this workshop, as well as the purpose for
this study. Notes have been taken during the workshop.
In addition, the second workshop was performed as a ‘future workshop’
[7], at one of the affiliated companies. The workshop consisted of 8 participants from industry and 4 from academia. The group in a future workshop should include people who will get in direct contact with the tool that
is going to be developed. Accordingly, the industry was represented by
people from service, business, design and manufacturing departments. The
academia was represented by people with different research interests. This
made it possible to generate rich data. This workshop has been tape recorded. A future workshop runs in three phases, critique, fantasy and implementation phase. All were performed during the workshop. The critique
phase highlights specific problems about the practice ‘as-is’, and is in focus for this paper.

Approaches to decision-making
Three approaches to decision-making are put forward by Mintzberg and
Westley [8]. Firstly, the ‘thinking first’ supports planning and works best
in, e.g., an established production process, since it is characterised by: a
clear issue, reliable data, a structured context, thoughts that can be pinned
down and control can be applied. This describes a rational decisionmaking process, where the steps are; (1) define the problem, (2) diagnose
its causes, (3) design possible solutions, and (4) decide which is best and
implement the choice. Despite being a frequent description, this is an uncommon approach and insufficient to explain decision-making [8].
Secondly, the ‘seeing first’ supports visioning and works best in, e.g.,
new product development, when: the combinations of many elements into
creative solutions are needed, a key to those solutions is commitment and

cross-boundary communication is vital. This approach suggests that actions might be driven as much by insights (seeing into) as by what is
thought. Experiences and knowledge developed over years is a vital starting position. The seeing first is a base for the following incubation time,
“…during which the unconscious mind mulls over the issue. [Then]…there
is that flash of illumination” [8] (p.90). This ‘eureka moment’ often comes
when the rational thinking is turned off, e.g. in sleep. So, the actual decision of the choice to go for is more erupting than emerging. However, the
verification, e.g., reasoning it all out for elaboration and proof and/or to
write it down, takes time [8].
Thirdly, the ‘doing first’ supports learning and works best when, e.g.,
companies face disruptive technology. This situation is: novel and confusing, hampered by complicated specification and moved forward by a few
simple relationship rules. When it is not possible to see it or think it up, a
doing approach is supportive and encourages learning by doing [8].
A traditional approach to decision-making leads actors to view the situation in a binary way, assuming that the world is either certain or uncertain
[9]. The former view makes the actors believe that the future situation is
possible to predict precisely, and the latter view makes them consider the
future as completely unpredictable. Actors that experiences very uncertain
environments might not trust their gut-feelings and thus, suffer from decision paralysis. They focus on reengineering, quality management or internal cost-reduction programs instead [9]. To make sound strategic decisions
when facing uncertainty, a binary view has to be avoided. The identification of a range of potential outcomes or even a discrete set of scenarios is a
simple insight that is extremely powerful to determine which strategy is
best [9]. A decisions-making process is intertwined in human analysis
processes, thus a work-oriented approach to computational support seems
promising [10].

Total Offer Readiness Level – the idea
“We have something to take into account which we cannot really do today” and an increased intangibility in design decisions were emphasised in
the workshops. The discussions rendered up in a need for understanding
the maturity level on knowledge to provide total offers. Computational
support was recognized as important to engineering activities and an interest for a computer tool to visualise knowledge maturity level emerged. The
base for decisions was recognized to support GO/NO GO decisions for total offers.

The idea for a computer tool, to give insights in the maturity level of
knowledge in the company as a whole and to give overview to the possibilities to provide total offers, was named Total Offer Readiness Level
(TORL). The discussion was inspired by the technology readiness level
used by NASA [11]. The technology readiness level is visualised by a
‘thermometer’ showing 9 readiness levels, where level 9 correspond to
‘flight proven’ system, see Figure 1. The overview given by the ‘thermometer’ was particularly appealing. Though, it was also recognised, by
the participants in the workshop, that a total offer aim to encompass more
than technical aspects and this is complicating product development, as
well as the base for decisions.

Figure 1: NASA Technology Readiness Level [11].

Problems in decision-making process – as-is
The informants talked about gathering people with relevant competences
and people possessing the ability to influence the decision at higher organisational levels as critical to the decision-making process. It was emphasised that including high level persons in the meetings was necessary to
give the decision-making process validity and stability over time. The informants could not describe how they know who had relevant competences, but they mentioned time as a constraint to gather the right people.
“A meeting the same day would not be possible since there would probably be a drop off of 90 %”, they said. Two weeks notice was perceived as a
necessary time limit to gather most of the relevant people.
Collecting facts from existing computer support were mentioned as easy
to access. Existing support were, for example, management tools for project costs and time or process management tools. Tools for process management were described as relating to roles and not to positions in the or-

ganisation. “How do I know who to talk with when problem occurs in the
process?”, said one respondent. The possibilities to predict costs for
manufacturing over a longer time span was mentioned as causing problems. Many decisions were based on the fact of being an experienced team
member, i.e., the task has been done in previous projects. However, the
computer support for historical events was found sparse. Despite access to
and possibilities to collect facts, the analysing activities were perceived as
time consuming. The informants emphasised gut-feeling as important, and
as a base for many decisions.
The design process was explained as a continuous dialog with customers
about boundaries and possibilities for the physical artefact. The dialogue
starts with some kind of document, for example a mechanical drawing or
even a very simple form of drawing. From this starting position, the process was described as a long chain of analyses to perform. The procedure to
acquire offers from subcontractors in the design phase was found particularly time consuming. One informant said “Here we work very traditionally. To make an inquiry, via our purchase department, we have to have a
drawing of some kind. The problem is that documents like that do not exist
at this point. Purchase staff has to make guesses sometimes, or describe,
as best they can, what they want.” He continued, “And, you know, how
you put forward your questions affect the answers”, and emphasised that
the level of details is important. Being focused on an overarching level,
small details, e.g., a bolt, can be forgotten, even though utterly important.
The informants started to talk about decisions in the design phase, but
realised that “some homework had to be done before”. This call attention
to that “the right decisions are made long before” the design phase in
product development starts.

Identifying relevant factors
The provision of total offers and the step towards designing physical artefacts to provide ‘functions per unit’ is likely to affect product development. These changes are in this context captured and addressed in a Functional Product Development (FPD) process. There are elements building
up a total offer, e.g., training, maintenance and services, which by some of
its characteristics could be perceived as based on experiences, i.e., tacit
knowledge. These elements can be handled as separate in product development, for example in aftermarket activities, however in FPD these aspects are thought of as having a holistic effect on the design of the product
in early phases.

The design phases in FPD may need an extended design space to take,
for example, life-cycle issues, into account. Early on it is needed to provide a number of business scenarios to be considered, e.g., to develop a
physical artefact for transaction, or to develop a physical artefact for a total
offer, or to adapt existing artefacts for a long term provision. Hence, it
seems like FPD needs to handle ambiguity differently than traditional
product development, e.g., to widen the design space and assimilate illstructured goals into the design process. Activities in such a design process
can be described as “…creating visions and new ideas, formulating specifications on the basis of a range of competence, and mutual learning and
understanding” [12] (p.289).
Viewing product development as occurring on a line of sequences,
downstream activities, e.g., product use, monitoring, maintenance and recycling, are needed to be understood as early as possible to influence design decisions. However, in this study it is identified that a design process
seems to start earlier than what is thought of. At this stage information
about the project are sparse, even tough resolutions has to be made. Initially, gathering people with relevant competences is necessary. The identification of these people is essential to give the decisions validity and stability over time. Furthermore, to enable integration and movement of
downstream experiences into early phases, multifunctional design teams
seem necessary. In this pre-design decision phase, it seems like computerbased tools needs to support identification of relevant resources and give
an overview of when and how they can be used for the upcoming project.
A supportive tool might also highlight what resources are lacking, as well
as provide aid to identify key people in the organisation when problem occurs in the process. A tool for an overview of the maturity knowledge level
should facilitate documentation of these problems to enable new knowledge to emerge based on these experiences.
The novel issues to take into account can be derived from the shift in
view and/or from the need to integrate business, design and manufacturing
knowledge areas. This integration is fundamental, yet not trivial. The respondents in this study has emphasised that gut-feeling serves as a base for
many decisions. In our interpretation this is particularly happening in a
pre-design phase when ambiguity about the contents in the project as such
is prevalent. So, firstly, the nature of knowledge to integrate from some areas can be understood as tacit, thus not easily identified, captured, justified
and formalised into computer applications. Knowledge can also be thought
of as in constant change and evolving over time. The task to keep the database up to date might be overwhelming. As a result, there might become a
gap between the knowledge maturity level held by people and the knowledge maturity level shown by the computer-based support tool. Thus, a

situation where people do not trust the result given by the tool can occur.
In light of this, learning capabilities could be a relevant factor to the design
of the decision tool.
Secondly, people from divergent disciplines have different preferences
for how to interact with a computer-based decision tool. This affects the
visualisation of the result and the interface. The type of decision tool discussed here is aiming to give an overview of the company’s knowledge
maturity level. This understanding has to be provided on the right level and
in the way that is comprehensible for those working and making decisions
on that level. For instance, people from manufacturing functions are more
interested in technical details than sales people. Salesmen would like to
combine elements into an offer and be able to communicate with customers. In turn, early input from this customer communication is crucial to designers, especially if the offer include new product development. Besides
being easy to use and provide for substantial improvements in the design
process, the decisions support tool should increase the confidence for those
who are using it.

Figure 2: Readiness Level views

Figure 2 is representing the idea, not an application view. The keyholes
at the bottom of figure 2 symbolise a ‘right’ level view. Through these
windows a set of related knowledge maturity level visualisations appear.
These are in the figure presented as thermometers each showing nine
readiness levels (RL 1-9); however in reality the visualisation might differ
on different levels and from different views. It is important that the parameters represented are separate, not integrated into one and the same
‘thermometer’, since it is the relations between these that are of interest

and provide an overview. For example, in figure 2, in the middle, the salesman can see that the business readiness level is high. This indicates, e.g.,
that agreement for total offers with customers is under discussion, the
company strategy and vision are in line with total offer businesses and customer needs and/or requirements are identified. From this view, it can also
be seen that the readiness level for manufacturing is very low. This indicates, e.g., that the company might not have appropriate production
equipment, that manufacturing procedures does not exist and has to be developed. And, it can also be seen, that the design readiness level has not
yet reached a predefined level. The decision to go for a total offer in this
case is not recommendable, since it will not be possible to provide the
functions needed by the customer. However, based on this overview, resources to increase the readiness level for design and manufacturing can be
put in.
The shift towards service provision could be interpreted as new product
development, i.e., the product offered to customers has changed by its nature from primarily a tangible artefact to an intangible service. A ‘seeing
first’ approach [8] enables new ways of thinking and could be aided by a
computer-based decision tool which allows visualisation of a number of
‘what-if’ scenarios and/or a range of potential outcomes. In this way a binary view on the situation as either certain or uncertain [9] can be avoided.
A decision tool which provide simulation opportunities support a virtual
‘doing first’ approach [8], and in turn also provide learning possibilities
without causing costly prototyping etc. The use of computer tools can provide swift access to information, yet the analysis of the result is human
based.

Conclusion
The aim in this paper was to discuss views on decisions in product development to identify relevant factors to consider when designing computerbased decision support for total offers. The incitement for the study stem
from a need identified in manufacturing industry to understand the knowledge maturity level in the company to be able to provide total offers to
customers.
Additional knowledge aspects to take into account in total offers can be
understood as tacit, i.e., based on experiences and interpretations. This
kind of knowledge is difficult to translate into computer applications, yet it
is identified as a relevant factor. Another relevant factor that has been
identified is the importance to provide insights in the relations between

each parameter, thus integration of parameters into one readiness level
should be avoided. Decisions for novel and unfamiliar situations could be
supported by visualisation and simulation of plausible outcomes and a
‘learning by doing’ approach. So, to support a GO/NO GO decision for total offers a computer-based decision tool seems to insist on taking learning
capabilities as another relevant factor.
In this paper an engineering perspective has been prevalent. We have
not considered a business perspective on computer tools to support total
offers, still this is of most concern to improve decisions. Studies to further
improve the understanding of parameters crucial to total offer readiness
level is an ongoing work. For example, a demonstrator capturing some
main ideas will be presented and evaluated in a workshop.
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ABSTRACT
The main aim of this paper is to present a
methodology developed within the European Project
VIVACE to guide the design and implementation of a
Knowledge Enabled Engineering (KEE) system in a
Virtual Enterprise. The proposed methodology tries
to overcome some of the limitations which
characterise traditional methods for Target
Cascading, promoting a more collaborative and
iterative approach to derive system specifications (in
terms of advanced knowledge functionalities) from
initial high-level targets. Social and behavioural
aspects of Knowledge Management play a crucial
role when many different users, knowledge experts,
and process owners are involved in the Knowledge
Management System (KMS) development. A well
designed methodology is needed, therefore, to
enhance communication and information sharing
among design teams, to promote requirements’
merging and to take care both of the technological
and methodological and behavioural aspects of the
implementation. Initial business targets have been
step-by-step decomposed into a set of sub-problems
(Service Requirements, Knowledge Issues, and
Knowledge Challenges) in the form of simple
sentences in natural language. Then a Quality
Function Deployment (QFD) approach has been
applied to identify what kind of functionalities would
be implemented in the KEE solution to address the
most important knowledge-related problems coming
from the cascading activity.

KEYWORDS
Knowledge Enabled Engineering, QFD, Target
Cascading, VIVACE project,

1. INTRODUCTION
In the continuous drive for competitiveness,
knowledge has been recognised as a key enabler in
improving quality, reducing costs and lead-time
needed to develop new products. In order to achieve
these ambitious objectives, a modern solution for
Knowledge Management has to be conceived as a
bridge between design teams, aiming at establishing
and supporting a collaborative working paradigm in
the Virtual Enterprise. The capability to set up
successful communications and information sharing
is particularly important for the aeronautical industry,
which operates in a highly complex and dynamic
relationship with a vast number of specialist
companies, characterised by different skills, ways of
working and organisational situation.
Since a new solution for Knowledge Management in
such a domain is needed to provide a common
answer, in the form of advanced knowledge
functionalities, to heterogeneous and partner specific
knowledge related issues, its design and
implementation can be a complex and labour
intensive task. It can be very hard, to translate the
desirable top level design targets into appropriate
specifications for the various sub-systems and
components in a consistent and efficient manner.
The main aim of this paper is, therefore, to present a
methodology, to support the design and
implementation of a new Knowledge Enabled
Engineering (KEE) system in the product
development area. The method aims to guide the
Knowledge Management System’s (KMS’) Target
Cascading process, helping in translating initial high
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level business objectives into specific knowledge
problems and system functionalities.

2. THE VIVACE PROJECT
The methodology here presented has been developed
in the frame of an European 6th Framework Project
called VIVACE (Value Improvement through a
Virtual Aeronautical Collaborative Enterprise,
http://www.vivaceproject.com) The main aim of the
project is to support the design of a complete aircraft,
including engines, by providing increased simulation
capabilities throughout the product engineering life
cycle, through the creation of a ‘virtual product’ in a
‘virtual enterprise’. Final scope is to achieve a 5%
cost reduction in aircraft development and
contributions toward both a 30% lead time reduction
and 50% cost reduction in engine development
before 2020.
In such a context, KEE, intended as the exploitation
of Knowledge Management within an engineering
context, has been recognised as one of the most
important key enablers for the development of such a
virtual collaborative design environment. The paper
here presented describes the approach used to define
and develop the KEE system’s advanced knowledge
functionalities, starting from the analysis of the
knowledge related problems affecting the design
process of some of the partners involved in
VIVACE.

3. STATE OF THE ART AND RELATED
ISSUES
KEE fundamentally means leveraging knowledge
sources in order to enable engineers to complete their
work quickly and correctly. Thus, KEE is about
providing the right information to the engineer, at the
right time, in the right format, in a collaborative
environment which promotes learning within the
organisation, across the supply chain and across the
Virtual Enterprise.
The design and implementation of such a solution
inside company’s walls is still far from a piecemeal
and easy task that organisations can undertake
(Gallupe, B., 2001; Wong, K.Y. and Aspinwall, E.,
2004). For a lot of reasons (Davenport, T.H. et al.,
1997; Alavi, M. and Leidner, D.E., 1999; Liebowitz,
J., 2001) introducing a new collaborative working
paradigm is challenging, as proved by the fact that a
significative proportion of these attempts usually fail
(Storey, J. and Barnett, E., 2000).
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Although many frameworks (McLure, M., 1998;
Levett G.P. and Guenov M.D., 2000; RubsteinMontano, R. et al, 2000; Sunassee, N. and Sewry, D.,
2002; Hu, C.P.W.J.H. and Chen, P.H.H, 2002,
Griman, A. et al, 2002, Wong K.Y. and Aspinwall,
E., 2004) have been proposed to provide guidance on
how to improve the successful incorporating of a new
KM working paradigm into the organisation, the area
still lacks structured guidelines supporting system’s
specifications definition process. Most of these
frameworks are not able, to go beyond the simple
description of the KMS’s “modus operandi”.
Suggesting generic principles about the way to carry
out KM in an organisation (Wong, K.Y. and
Aspinwall, E. 2004) represent just a part of the work
needed to introduce a new KM approach, as the
KEE, in an organisation. These high level concepts
need, to be “cascaded down” to lower levels of
detail, in order to determine both from a
methodological and technological point of view, how
the new KM solution has to be configured in order to
really answer user needs and expectations.
Providing guidance to the KMS’ cascading process is
the main scope of the work presented here. The
driving hypothesis of this research work is that the
Knowledge Management field still lacks clarity and
commonly agreed guidelines to deal with KMS
Target Cascading Activity. Traditional cascading
methods, such as Analytical Target Cascading or
Collaborative Optimization (Kim, H.M. et al., 2003;
Allison, J. et al., 2005), although easily applicable for
the development of mechanical artefacts, cannot be
easily used in KMSs’ design. Since the social and
behavioural dimensions play a crucial role in the
development and implementation of such systems, a
mathematical formulation of the cascading problem
has been judged not to be reasonably applicable to
the knowledge domain. A successful implementation
requires, a multi-perspective analysis of the business
process involved and it is not just a matter of facts
about how the system should be physically
configured at a software level.
What a methodology for target cascading in the
knowledge management field is asked to do, instead,
is to enable communication and mutual
understanding and to promote stakeholders
involvement, with the final aim to provide a common
solution able to address heterogeneous knowledgerelated problems.
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3.1. Issues in requirements
identification

processes can be overlooked and system features
might be unresponsive to the business environment
or incomplete for regular operations. From a
technological perspective, lack of understanding
about
computer
potential
can
result
in
disappointment based on unrealistically high
expectations for system excellence (Damian, D.E.H.,
2000).

“The hardest single part of building a system is
deciding precisely what to build. No other part of the
conceptual work is as difficult as establishing the
detailed technical requirements… No other part of
the work so cripples the resulting system if done
wrong. No other part is as difficult to rectify later”
(Brooks, F., 1987)

4. WORKING METHOD

As reported by Lubars, M. et al. (1993) a very small
percent of a project’s duration is spent in the
identification of users’ needs, although it costs
between five and ten times more to repair errors
during implementation than during preliminary steps
of a system’s development. For this reason, the
requirements specification activity plays a crucial
role in a systems development process. The
importance of establishing explicit links between the
development of business objectives and strategies
and information system development is, widely
recognised (Bubenko, J.A., 1995).

A typical cascading approach foresees that design
targets would be initially defined at the top level of
the multi-level design formulation and subsequently
“cascaded down” to lower levels in order to derive
system description from a technical perspective.
What the target cascading methodology is asked to
do is, therefore, to guide the KEE development team
in decomposing iteratively the starting problem in a
set of independent sub-problems, taking care that
system, sub-systems, and components depicted at
each step would be consistent with the generic initial
objectives.

Plenty of field studies (see, for instance, Macaulay,
L., 1996) show that mis-identification of
requirements during the conceptual analysis steps is
one of the most significant sources of users
dissatisfaction with delivered systems. The growing
competitive importance of the KMS applications
indicates, therefore, the need for both a better
understanding of the real companies’ needs and for a
better derivation of information system requirements
from this understanding (Bubenko, J.A., 1995).

The development of such a methodology in the frame
of VIVACE has been driven by the need to:
• Enhance communication and mutual interaction
between all potential system stakeholders (users,
managers, system developers) upon specifications
that really represent requirements in an
unambiguous, consistent, and complete manner.
• Promote knowledge elicitation and sharing,
facilitate discussion and improving a common
understanding of the problem domain, in order to
improve the capability to find commonalities
across Use Cases and to merge requirements.
• Allow a comprehensive and structured
development of system specifications, taking care
both of technological and human aspects of
knowledge management, since any approach
which doesn’t take into account these two aspects
has a high probability of failure (Soliman, F.,
2000; Wong, K.Y., 2005).

People involvement has so to be considered the keypoint of KMS development, especially when dealing
with large implementation in complex and multifaceted environments. Users’ participation and
contribution in the re-engineering process largely
determines the success of the implementation effort.
A solution unable to address real users’ needs, will
meet resistance strong enough to impede a complete
adoption of the new working paradigm (Caron, M. et
al., 1994, Kim, C.H. et al., 2001).
Broadly speaking, dealing with the KMS
specifications definition in the early design stages
means both complexity and inter-operation among
the participants to the re-engineering task.
Communication difficulties and lack of information
sharing translate directly into misunderstandings for
technology application design and development.
From a business perspective, this situation often
results in less than optimum design. Business

4.1. Enhancing communication trough
the use of natural language
The necessity to enhance motivation and
commitment of knowledge workers, professionals,
and managers during the KMS specification activity
forced the KEE development team to find an
alternative to the traditional Target Cascading
approaches proposed in the literature. It means that,
instead of relying on a rigid and mathematical
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optimisation method, the work has been oriented
towards the definition of a more qualitative and
collaborative oriented approach, aiming to leverage
people’s capability to formalise and communicate
their personal opinions and perspectives about the
new system. Knowledge related issues and
challenges have been addressed and solved making
use of a natural language, through a step-by-step
decomposition of the initial problem into lower level
and more specialised matters. The target cascading
problem has been so formalised and represented at
each step making use of simple sentences in narrative
form. New and more specialised sentences have been
then elaborated starting from initial assumptions,
decomposing initial statements into a set of new
questions in a different form and with a different
level of granularity. This discursive approach, has
been adopted to cope with a more understandable and
flexible formalisation of the cascading problem, in
order to grant continuous interaction during the
requirements analysis, to promote innovative ideas
and to get faster agreement when dealing with the
decision making process.

4.2. Eliciting and merging requirements:
The Use Case approach
Typically, at the beginning of the requirement
elicitation process, the knowledge about the system is
coarse. Some features of the system are obvious,
whereas for others only vague imaginations exist and
the vision about the “To-Be” system is opaque.
Moreover, when dealing with a re-engineering
activity which involves different company functions,
people and processes, a common form of expression
is needed in order to organise, compare and
contextualise systems requirements. In order to
overcome these difficulties and to facilitate the
elicitation and merging process as well as the
validation activity, the VIVACE community
promoted the adoption of a Use Cases approach,
since it was considered the best way to overcome
these difficulties and to provide a common basis for
the development of the collaboration environment.
Use Cases are considered by several authors as one
of the best known and most widely employed
requirements elicitation techniques in the industry
(Lee, J. and Xue, N.L., 1999; Kulak, D. and Guiney,
E., 2004). These descriptions have been based on the
concept of a Scenario which represents a possible
way to use the system to accomplish some function
the user desires (Hsia, P. et al., 1994). In particular,
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this Scenario approach has been considered by the
KEE team as best way to identify, clarify and classify
system requirements, gaining at the same time a
common agreement on the system description.
Scenario based representations provide, several
benefits:
• Simplicity. Making use of the Scenario approach,
the behavior of a large and complex system can
be stated as a collection of independently and
incrementally developed Use Cases (Hsia, P. et
al., 1994), narrowing aspects of the system usage
one at a time (Regnell, B. et al, 1995). Scalability
allows considerable reduction of the complexity
of requirements determination (Lee, W.J. et al,
1998).
• User oriented approach. Use Cases describe
system functionalities as a specific flow of events,
represented directly from the user’s point of view
(Hsia, P. et al., 1994). Especially when dealing
with the conceptual design of a new KMS, the
adoption of such a perspective allows getting
faster agreement among all the involved users
(Lee, J. and Xue, N.L., 1999; Pohl, K. 1993).
• Focus on early development stages. Plenty of
methods and techniques for system development
exist today, but practically none of them address,
in a structured way, the early, business objectives
analysis and requirements generating stages, as
well as the problem of moving from the vague
and informal to the formal domain (Bubenko,
J.A., 1995). Moreover, existing methods are not
adequate
for
explicitly
capturing,
and
representing, in a structured way, "business and
organisational knowledge" which is needed to
properly guide the re-engineering effort. The
adoption of a Scenario approach addresses these
needs, enhancing the comprehension of the
problem domain also from a business and
organisational point of view.
The scenario approach has been chosen, at the end,
as a common basis of expression both for the
“customer” (companies, managers, or process
owners), who determines the desired functions and
capabilities, and the person who operates or uses the
system (end user, administrator, casual user, etc.).

4.3. Developing a holistic solution: a
framework for requirements
classification
As already stated before, the development of a KMS
is not just a technological issue, but it must take care
Marco Bertoni, Christian Johansson,
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also of people, products and processes involved in
the task. In order to address initial High Level
Objectives and to develop a coherent and successful
collaborative working paradigm several aspects,
mainly related to the behavioural and social aspects
of knowledge management, need to be carefully
considered. In order to ensure this multi-perspective
approach during system design, a general framework
has been proposed in order to classify heterogeneous
requirements,
functionalities
and
candidate
technological solutions. The framework includes 4
different
dimensions,
named,
respectively,
Application, Model, Organisation and Workers.

experts' time to concentrate on creative activities that
do not “re-invent the wheel”.

5. THE KEE CASCADING APPROACH
The methodology presented in the following section
aims at supporting the KEE development team in
translating high-level system requirements (defined
from a VIVACE Global perspective) into a set of
functionalities the new solution should include once
implemented. The approach chosen foresees several
steps, as represented in Figure 1.

Knowledge Enabled Applications (KEA). KM
requires an adequate IT infrastructure in order to
support in the best way the collaborative working
paradigm. The development of an effective KEE
system, which means a solution promoting
accessibility and re-use of information, can be
achieved by increasing software interoperability,
which is separating knowledge models from
applications and overcoming limitations related to
the use of proprietary computing languages.
Knowledge Enabled Models (KEM). IT solutions,
typically, support an approach that documents only
the final result. Capturing the design rationale at the
basis of the decision making activity, which is
modelling the tacit and explicit knowledge resident
on experts minds, is one of the key objectives of the
collaborative working paradigm promoted by the
KEE team. Mechanisms are required, therefore, to
record the design rationale and to provide a “path of
understanding” of design decisions.
Knowledge Enabled Organisation (KEO). KM is not
only a technical concern but includes social aspects.
Understanding the way knowledge circulates around
the Virtual enterprise, which means having a
lifecycle perspective, leads to mechanisms for
making this happen effectively. Only by resolving
behavioural legacies, is it possible to develop an
effective knowledge sharing community.
Knowledge Enabled Workers (KEW). KM is a
labour-intensive task and there is an urgent need to
assist workers in managing their knowledge
effectively; that is to help individuals and teams in
assimilating, creating, and recording vast amounts of
cross-company and ad-hoc knowledge. The KEE
solution aims to empower people with a global view
by capturing and delivering the right knowledge at
the right time. This will help innovation, freeing

Figure 1 Target Cascading methodology
Step-by step, initial system requirements have been
cascaded down into local and more specific
knowledge-related issues and challenges, in order to
finally obtain, after several iteration steps, the KEE
system specifications from a functional perspective.
This information will be used then in order to define
the system from a Service viewpoint and to derive a
preliminary representation of the system’s
architecture to be validated and refined prior to final
implementation. The description of the low-level
Service Requirements specification process, however,
is not within the main scope of this paper, which is
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focused on the preliminary design steps of the KEE
system development.

5.1. Use Case selection
The system’s specification definition activity takes
the move from the selection of a set of heterogeneous
Use Cases considered relevant by VIVACE industrial
partners for the KEE system development. These
Scenarios express specific situations, related to the
Use Case containing them , where there are
opportunities for business improvement. Each
scenario has an associated process, with inputs,
outputs and resources needed to perform a certain
activity.
To be suitable as a KEE Use Case, the description
and its corresponding Scenarios need to contain
enough information to provide an understanding of
the situation with respect to the knowledge-related
issues. Moreover, those processes of interest for the
system development are asked to globally cover all
the four dimensions of the framework presented in
the previous section, which means they would be
able to address aspects related to the KEO, KEM,
KEW and KEA domains.
Four different Use Cases have been selected by the
VIVACE partners participating to the KEE design
(from Avio, BAE Systems, EADS and Volvo Aero):
• The increasing focus on the Virtual Enterprise
context adds a number of questions related to
intellectual properties, security, organisational and
cultural issues. In order to address these issues,
two different Use Cases have been selected, the
7Day Proposal (7Day) Use Case, proposed by
Volvo Aero, and the Knowledge Enabled Wing
Engineer (KEWE) Use Case, proposed by Airbus,
Assystem UK and BAE Systems (Sellini et al.,
2006).
• The need to integrate in a better way different
“sources of knowledge” and applications has been
addressed in the Multi-disciplinary Data Model
(MDM) Use Case proposed by Airbus, together
with EADS. MDM aims at providing an
infrastructure for enabling a consistent and
efficient management of both process and product
data with associated knowledge and decision.
• The Turbine Rotor Design (TRD) Use Case
proposed by AVIO outlines, instead, the need of a
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more efficient use of experience and knowledge
within design teams and design processes.
In order to move towards the definition of a common
solution able to merge and address several
heterogeneous requirements, a fifth Scenario, called
General Use Case (GUC), has been identified during
the initial iteration steps. It served three purposes;
first it provided other work packages with a concrete
illustration of what Use Case information was
requested by the work package. Second, it gave a
means to capture KEE concerns not present in other
VIVACE Use Cases. Third, it provided an evolving
description used to collate all Use Case material into
a single Use Case description.
Representing and sharing Use Case knowledge
All Use Case Scenarios selected have an associated
process containing an abstract representation of
actors, objects, relationships and information flows.
In order to improve commonalities’ detection,
process owners have been encouraged to use an
appropriate method for knowledge formalisation (in
terms of As-Is activity flows’ description,
requirements and knowledge-related problems).
Considering the specific problem domain in which
the KEE team was involved, the degree of
formalisation of the problem had to be carefully
balanced. The notation has been required, on one
side, to be flexible enough to cope with the fact that
some users are much more interested in a quick,
intuitive and concise representation more than in a
detailed description of process behaviour. On the
other side, it needed to be formal enough to allow for
the detection of inconsistencies among the partial
information provided and not to lose the
understandability of the requirements. Verbosity does
not imply clarity of understanding and, in order to
reduce the ambiguities often present in natural
language, the KEE team was asked to introduce more
technical information in the Use Case processes
description.
Use Case scenarios have been therefore described
making use of IDEF0 representations (Figure 2). The
use of a graphical notation, allows expressing process
behaviour in an easy understandable way and to
express requirements as a complement to natural
language.
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Figure 2:

Example of IDEF0 diagram for Use Case description

The use of these models provides several benefits:
users can grasp the meaning of graphical notation
much easier than “technical language”, process flows
become more intuitive and the content can be
formalised to such a degree that, sometimes, it can be
processed by a computer.
In conclusion, since the idea of Use Cases is simple
and their descriptions are based on natural concepts
that can be found in the problem domain, the
customers and the end users can actively participate
in requirements analysis. In consequence, the
developers can learn more about the potential users,
their actual needs, and their typical behaviour.

5.2. Deriving Business Requirements
The end of Use Case analysis is a document that
consists of sets of correct, complete, and consistent
scenarios representations. This document is used as a
guide for the definition and the collection of system’s
Business Requirements (BRs). A Knowledge
Management initiative has to be clearly aligned with
the business objectives, otherwise it will fail to
accomplish goals that are visible to the organisation,
as stated by Rubenstein-Montano, R. (2000). The
KEE implementations has to be considered just a part
of a high level plan that aims at supplying the
organisation with the knowledge resources that it
needs to carry out its vision and goals. As a result,
the methods and tools for Knowledge Management

have to be closely aligned to the overall company’s
strategy and must produce a tangible result to the
organisation as a whole. Identification and
addressing the correct BRs becomes crucial for the
organisation (Hu C.P.W.J.H. and Chen P.H.H, 2002).
This elicitation activity aims, therefore, to translate
the general knowledge-related statements coming
from the Use Cases analysis into business-related
problems. Since an effective elicitation is important
because the system may not be acceptable unless it
would satisfy company’s management, a close
interaction with customers, system users and owners
is needed to identify those elementary actions on
business processes, enabling the achievement of high
level objectives (Sunassee, N. et al., 2002).
In order to provide a common basis of expression
between all the participants of the KEE development
activity, it was decided to formalise business
requirements in form of:
[Something which is possible to measure] in a
[business context]
A typical example of BR is represented by the
following statement:
• Reducing decision making process lead time in
structure engineering simulations throughout the
aircraft development process.
This form of expression underlines the need to
indicate or suggest improvements in a measurable
form. BRs at this level, are strongly process oriented
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and are asked to show how a specific Use Case is
able to address VIVACE global purposes. They
justify why the VIVACE solution has been built and
underline benefits for the customers and the business.

5.3. Deriving high-level Service
Requirements
Since BRs don’t provide any information about how
the system has to be physically implemented, the
KEE design team has been asked to consider what to
include in the final solution in terms advanced
knowledge capabilities. A further step in the KEE
system specification process is, therefore, the
definition of Service Requirements (SRs), describing
from a high-level perspective what kind of services
the KEE solution should be able to provide in order
to achieve high-level targets. Outputs of this activity
is a list of SRs, organised according to the framework
proposed in the previous section, expressed in form
of:
To be able to [verb] on a [product/process] aspect
within a [sub-context]
BRs presented in the previous example have been
observed from 2 separate perspectives:
• To be able to set appropriate links between data,
processes or decisions and the corresponding
applied knowledge within the design process.
• To be able to set appropriate links between data,
processes or decisions and the corresponding
applicable knowledge within the design process.
These SRs can be related to more than one
knowledge
category
(Knowledge
Enabled
Application/ Model/ Organisation/ Workers). In this
specific case, since the two service requirements
analysed are quite generic, they refer both to the
Application (context sensitive applications), Model
(need to integrate design rationale to define
applicability), Organisation (applicability embeds a
lifecycle perspective) and Workers (delivering to the
user the right knowledge) dimensions.

5.4. Deriving Knowledge Issues
The focus has been then oriented towards the
identification of those specific knowledge-related
problems (K-Issues) that needed to be solved in order
to develop and deploy SRs. K-issues go deeper in
detail with the problem description and represent a
first attempt to shape the advanced knowledgerelated functionalities to be implemented in the KEE
system. K-Issues have been specified in form of:
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We need to [Knowledge related need of action]
Also in this case there is no fixed mapping between
SRs and K-Issues. However, as a general principle,
since the aim is to better specify the key aspects and
implications of a service, several K-Issues usually
refer to the same SR. The cascading activity,
moreover, is not performed making use of a
mathematical formulation of the problem. K-Issues
have been elaborated by means of discussions in a
collaborative and iterative way by all the process
stakeholders participating to the Work Package.
SRs presented in the example have been so reelaborated in the following statements:
• We have to structure our knowledge and to
manage it along its lifecycle in order set
consistent links with data, processes and
decisions
• We have to provide means to retrieve applicable
knowledge to processes, products and simulation
models.

5.5. Identifying Knowledge Challenges
K-Issues are shaped as generic and process-oriented
purposes which need to be decomposed into a set of
more specific and knowledge oriented sub-questions,
named Knowledge Challenges. K-Challenges have
been conceived as a compact and self explanatory
description of specific knowledge matters and
represent the maximum level of granularity a
problem can be stated in the frame of KEE
methodology. Three main elements are at the basis of
K-Challenges
specification:
the
Knowledge
Elements, Functions and Context. A K-Challenge is
therefore formulated in terms of what Knowledge
Elements (intended as both explicit and tacit
elementary pieces of knowledge, such as documents,
rules or best practices) are needed to perform certain
Functions in a specific Context. The question,
therefore, takes this form:
How to [function]
[Context]?

on

[K-Elements]

within

Typically, K-Issues and
K-Challenges are
characterised by a 1:n correlation. Once more, there
is no rigid mapping between these two entities. The
transformation process has been conducted jointly by
work package members, who have been asked, on the
basis of their previous experience, to collaboratively
refine and specify with a higher level of detail the list
of K-Issues outlined in the previous phase.
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Table 1 presents a set of K-Challenges derived from
K-Issues presented in the previous section.

5.7. Defining KEE’s Platform Functional
Requirements

Table 1 Example of Knowledge Challenges

Expressing the KES Functional Requirement is
defining the specifications of functionalities, in terms
that are meaningful to the user, that the KEE system
must be able to perform without taking physical
constraint into consideration

How can we manage knowledge about structure
engineering simulation in an external knowledge repository?
How do we manage knowledge in configuration?
How can we provide tools to edit links between knowledge
used, processes and decisions in a collaborative design
environment?
How can we capture/define knowledge applicability within
the product development process?
How can we define a query mechanism to retrieve
applicable Knowledge within the design process?

5.6. Prioritising Knowledge Challenges
Due to the large number of K-Challenges that can be
generated from the Use Cases, the KEE team has
been asked to prioritise and select them in order to
direct the re-engineering effort appropriately, since
addressing each single statement has been considered
infeasible due to budget and time constraints.
Refining and ranking this list also provided a means
to better specify and merge different requirements in
order to avoid overlapping and find commonalities
across Use Cases.
The method promoted for K-Challenges selection is
based on decision theory, which provides a
systematic way to choose between a set of
alternatives. The decision tree approach has been,
therefore, utilised to hierarchically structure this
decision process. Each K-Challenge has been
considered as a branch of the tree, and for each
branch Use Case owners, the one closest to
understanding the business needs, have been asked to
estimate the associated Reward, Cost and Likelihood.
Reward refers to the gain received by the company if
the issue can be solved, Cost relates to the monetary
resources needed to implement a solution able to
address properly the Challenges, while Likelihood
expresses the probability of deployment of such a
solution The KEE team decided to adopt a High,
Medium and Low rating as evaluation criteria. Since
during the preliminary design activity it’s not
possible to assess with precision the values
associated with these parameters, several iteration
loops have been set up in order to refine the ranking
on the basis of the list of possible solutions identified
developing the KEE system from a technological
point of view.

Figure 3 Knowledge Lifecycle
In order to obtain this functional definition, a high
level Functional Requirement structure has been
defined basing on the Knowledge Lifecycle (KLC)
model (Figure 3). It consists in a framework to be
used to classify the Knowledge Management process,
in terms of methods, technologies and components.
Every single step of the KLC has particular
characteristics, includes different sub-steps and
requires
specific
knowledge
management
capabilities. Each partner, therefore, has been asked
to define, for each phase, a set of functionalities the
solution should be able to provide in order to address
their specific problems. The first iteration step
resulted in a list of heterogeneous FRs which needed
to be refined in order to gather in a unique Functional
definition of the solution. Commonalities, major
issues and challenges between Use Cases have been
then analysed in order to regroup FRs and propose a
first list of the KEE Platform functionalities. This
Harmonisation Activity represents one of the main
challenges (and achievement) in the frame of the
KEE Work Package. As an output it was possible to
obtain list of Platform Functional Requirements
(PFRs) answering the need to merge Use Cases with
different maturity and scopes and to specify a
common KEE solution able to handle knowledge in
the Virtual Enterprise.
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Search for K-Elements

Retrieve K-Elements

Allow early sharing of knowledge

Store K-Elements

I

Identify applicable K-elements for a Context

I

Capture context properties of Knowledge Elements

C

Capture Context of Use of Knowledge Elements

C

Search for K-Elements

A

Retrieve K-Elements

A

Allow early sharing of knowledge

SH

Store K-Elements

ST

A Quality Function Deployment (QFD) approach has
been then applied to map K-Challenges with the
PFRs’ list in order to identify the most important
functionalities to be included in the Platform. QFD
was originally developed by Drs. Yoji Akao and
Shigeru Mizuno in the early 1960s (Akao, Y., 2004).
Quality Function Deployment is an overall
methodology that begins in the design process and
attempts to map the customer-defined expectation
and definition of quality into the processes and
parameters that will fulfil them. Table 3 proposes a
graphical example of this mapping process. PFRs
characterised by the highest absolute and relative
importance (stated on the basis of the number of KChallenges answered and on the K-Challenges
ranking reported in the 2nd column) represent the set
of core functionalities crucial for final system’s
implementation. In order to better evaluate the
impact of a PFR on a specific K-Challenge, it was
decided to avoid the simple binary check approach
(0-1) and to slightly modify the Analytic Hierarchy
Process method, or AHP (Saaty, T.L., 1990) based
on 0-1-3-9 or 0-1-5-9 scale, by adopting a 0-1-3-5
scale to denote weak, medium and strong
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How can we manage knowledge
about
structure
engineering
simulation in an external knowledge
repository?

5

0

3

0

0

0

5

0

3

How do we manage knowledge in
configuration?

5

0

3

0

3

0

0

0

0

How can we provide tools to edit
links between knowledge used,
processes and decisions in a
collaborative design environment?

3

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

How can we capture/define
knowledge applicability within the
product development process?

5

3

5

0

0

3

0

0

0

How can we define a query
mechanism to retrieve applicable
Knowledge within the design
process?

5

3

5

0

0

5

1

0

0

Functional

Identify the User’s Context

Capture context properties of Knowledge
Elements
Capture Context of Use of Knowledge Elements

Platform

Table 3 Example of application of the QFD method

Identify applicable K-elements for a Context

Table 2 Example
of
Requirements

relationships between pairs of customer and technical
design requirements.

Identify the User’s Context

The Harmonisation activity, conducted together by
process owners and knowledge experts, relies on the
major hypothesis that some similarities could be
found across Use Cases. Several iteration steps
converged to the definition of a limited set of
commonly agreed PFRs. As generic rule, a PFR was
considered of interest if linked at least with 3
different Use Cases. An example of Platform
Functional Requirements, ranked on the basis of the
particular LifeCycle step to which they are
associated, is given in Table 2.

Absolute Importance
Relative Importance

30 80
3 15 40 30
0 15
14% 38% 1,4% 7% 19% 14% 0% 7%

Applying the QFD approach it was possible to define
the complete list of functionalities to be replicated in
the final system. Also in this case, however, several
iteration loops are needed in order to refine the
PFRs’ definition and classification inside the matrix.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The main aim of this paper is to present the
methodology applied by the VIVACE KEE Work
Package to develop the functional specifications of a
new KEE solution aiming to introduce a
collaborative working approach in the aeronautical
domain. After several iteration steps and further work
from the technological viewpoint, the KEE system is
almost completely defined in its general architecture
and a Pilot project has been launched to test its
feasibility. The methodology proved “on the field” to
be successful in ordering the translatation of initial
strategic issues and objectives into system
Marco Bertoni, Christian Johansson,
Tobias Larsson, Ola Isaksson

functionalities. The collaborative and iterative
approach chosen for Target Cascading showed to be
successful in order to enhance user interaction and to
gain a deeper common understanding on system
specifications. The choice to deal with Use Case
scenarios and to make use of a narrative approach
together with graphical representations effectively
demonstrated enhanced common understanding on
issues and solutions. It facilitated process
stakeholders in taking part to the As-Is and To-Be
description of the system, building at the same time
cross-functional collaboration across a working team
and to set-up a common ground for the subsequent
development steps.
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